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Mattuck and two or three
department officers mentioned a
Harvard faculty evaluation pro-
ject that has been underway for
several years. Each year the Har-
vard Crimson; the student daily
newspaper, publishes a guide to
one or two hundred required
and popular. courses. The guide
staff rely on forms circulated
among students, asking them to
evaluate both the course and the
professor.

Those MIT faculty who men-
tioned the Harvard project all
agreed that it did little 'to im-
prove teaching performance.
Mattuck said it might be coun-
terproductive by driving away
good professors who might not
wish to subject themselves to the.
style. typical of the guide's eval-
uations, while Humanities Chair-
man Richard Douglass charged
that the comments seemed writ-
ten more for humor and wit
than constructive criticism.

The review of faculty perfor-
mance in last Friday's The Tech
was the result of efforts last
spring by seniors in the depart-
ment led by Bruce Wheeler and
Mitchell Serota. The evaluation
divided the faculty into three
categories: "highly recommen-
ded,"v "recommended," and
"not recommended." Three pro-
fessors were not evaluated; the
review stated that there had not
been enough student input.
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pie of student evaluation of fac-
ulty and departmental perfor-
mance, most found much to
criticize in the particular at-.
tempt published Friday. Mat-
tuck was disappointed that the
survey merely "advertised what
was bad, rather than offering
constructive criticism. The aim,"
he continued, "should be to
improve faculty performance,
rather than to tell students
which courses to take."

By Alex Makowski
Faculty reaction to the public

_ cation in The Tech last Friday of
an undergraduate. evaluation of
instructors in the history section
was mixed, but in general profes-
sors believed such a public airing.
of student judgements to be
both unwise.and not valuable. !.:

"If the aim is to get any
change," commented Professor
Arthur Mattuck, coordinator of
the undergraduate program for
the Mathematics Department,
"this is the worst possible way
to go about it.?

'"The most useful feedback,"
suggested Paul Brown, chair-

man of the Department of Eco-
nomics, in a remark typical of
those made by other department
heads reached by The Tech, "is
the comments we get at small,
informal meetings between stu-
dents and faculty."

Of a sample of half a dozen
department- heads, only Electri-
cal Engineering Chairman Louis
Smullin was not critical: "I
wouldn't presume," he said, "to
tell the students how to watch
out for their interests as a consu-
mer group."

Within the Humanities De-
partment and the history section
themselves criticism--took the-
form of complaints about the
absence of a statement describ-
ing either the data base or the
sampling method, and dissatis-
faction (mirrored in the com-
ments of other departments)
with the subjective tone of the
report.

The Tech also sought infor-
mation about current feedback
mechanisms within departments.
The electrical engineering honor-
ary, Eta Kappa Nu, is now in its
second year of an experimental
evaluation of the departmental
undergraduate program, while
the Economics Department re-
lies on informal meetings be-
tween its undergraduates and
faculty. None of the other de-
partments liave-a regular mecha-
nism to solicit comments on
teaching from undergraduates.

Although all of the depart-
ment heads supported the princi--

Please turn to page four for
commentary on the issue of
teacher evaluation, and a series
of letters commenting on last
week's article.

By Pete Peckarsky
WASHINGTON-A week of radi-
cal protest in Washington culmi-
nated late Tuesday night with
the arrest of 298 demonstrators
one block from the White House
giounds.

Tuesday's activities began at
noon with a rally featuring co-
median Dick Gregory at the Sil-
ban Theater' on the Washington
Monument Grounds. According
to the original permit negotiated
with the Justice Department, the
rally was to have taken place on
Monday afternoon and was to be
followed by a candle-light pro-
cession around the White House
and back to the Silban Theater.

A torrential downpour abort-
ed these plans-and forced the
People's Coalition for Peace and
Justice (PCPJ) to do some fast
shuffling, rescheduling and neg-
tiating with the government. The
group had a permit for a. memor-
ial service to be held on the
elipse between the white House
and the Washington Monuament
Tuesday morning at 11. This ser-
vice was to be followed by. an
attempt to serve an eviction no-
tice on President Nixon in the
White House.

As the resa, of the- raiin-
storm, both days' activities were
consolidated into one day, be-
ginning Tuesday at noon. Various
entertainers, Including the San
Francisco Mime Troupe and The
Elephant's Memory performed.
from noon until 2 pm at the
Silban Theater, when a series of
speeches began. Carol Kitchen, a
leader of -the PCPJ, introduced
the speakers. Dave Dellinger, a
defendant in the Chicago Seven
conspiracy trial, led off with an
introduction of Dick Gregory.

Gregory, who last April 24 at
a mass demonstration on the
steps of the Capitol vowed not
to eat solid food again until the
war in Vietnam was ended,
cracked a few jokes about his
fast, during which he has lost 67

This Sunday, Massachu-
setts wile return to Eastern
Standard Time. The lucky
denizen s of the state wil get
lan extra hour's sleep Satur-

day night if hey renmember
to set their clocks back one
hour before retiring. (Official-
ly, the change wil occur at
three am Dayight :Savings
Time, when it will be two am,

L-, - .....

pounds, and launched into an el returned a resounding verdict
attack on the Nixon administra-. of guilty' on all counts, and
tion.

Addressing approximately
700 people gathered for the ral-
ly, Gregory argued that smoking
marijuana and using heroin as a
way of attacking the system is
misguided because it is the sys-
tem that allows narcotics to en-
ter the country. The crowd re-
sponaed with something less
than overwhelming enthusiasm.
He urged the people to act re-
sponsibly to end the war, and
said: "My hope of ever _eating
again rests in your hands."

The comedian then gave his
plan for ending the war in thirty
days. He posited that if at the
November 6 marches throughout
the country the youth of the
America were to announce a
boycott of various products, the
economic ' interests affected
would react so strongly -that
President Nixon would be forced
to end the war. "When you
youngsters say on November 6
that you're going to boycott
Thanksgiving turkeys and Christ-
mas turkeys and Christmas itself,
with the economy the way it is,
the boycott w.ill mess up Phase
Two, Phase Three, Phase Four
and phase him right out of the
White House," he expostulated.
Gregory maintained that al-
though blacks did not have the
money to travel to Washington
for rallies, they could boycott
these items in their own com-
munities.

A special People's Panel, sub-
titled "The Grand Jury Investi-
gation of Citizen Grievances and
American Power," met from Fri-
day afternoon, October 22 until
Sunday evening, October 24.
Throughout the weekend, wit-
nesses appeared before the pan-
el. Friday afternoon, an initial
set of witnesses gave
introductory "testimony." In
the second session that evening,
the investigators concerned
themselves with alleged prison
injustice. The war in Indochina
and the Americarn empire were
the topics of the third session on
Saturday morning, and a fourth
session that afternoon continued
this theme. The fifth session on
Saturday evening dealt with eco-
nomic repression. The final ses-
sion of testimony on Sunday
afternoon examined allegations
of domestic repression.

At the rally, the People's Pan-

charged the American ruling
classes with being racist, sexist
and imperialist powers.

Rennie Davis then explained
the purpose of the interconti-
nental phone call which was
about to be placed to representa-
tives of the Provisional Revolu-
tionary Government (PRG, the
political arm of the Vietcong)
and the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam (DRV) in Paris. Davis
said they could reiterate their
seven-point peace plan which
was' offered this summer. The
plan includes the immediate
commencement of the release of
prisoners of war, an immediate
cease fire, and a coalition gov-
ernment open to everyone ex-
cept South Vietnamese President
Nguyen Van Thieu.

Davis said that the PRG and
the DRV would accept veterans
of the South Vietnamese army,
school teachers, and the entire
current government, with the
exception of Thieu, into the
coalition. The plan is only con-
tingent on the setting of a speci-
fic date by President Nixon at
which time all forces, including
air and artillery support, would
be withdrawn from use in Viet-
nam.

(Please turn to page 14)

tion with the hiring of women
and minority groups.

As a result of its own plans,
and in compliance with the HEW
directives, MIT presented a plan
which called for the hiring of
about thirty minority employees
(mostly black) and approximate-
ly 35 women in positions as-
faculty members.

The figures were derived by
-combining the numbers supplied
by each department in its Affir-
mative Action Plan. The plans
were developed to specifically
show' the objectives of the de-
partments in bringing in blacks
and women. As was noted by
President Jerome Wiesner, who
also attended the meeting, the
numbers "just represent what we
really think we can do."

When asked what resources
he had for finding qualified pros-
pects, Allison answered that his
contacts reached across the
country. "We will try to steal

-The Corporation Joint Advis-
ory Committee listened to Op-
portunity Development Officer
James Allison discuss MIT's
plans to hire more blacks. and
women at MIT.

At CJAC's October 21 meet-
ing,, Allison began by giving a
rundown on the progress to date
in integrating. minorities and
women into the MIT communi-
ty. Commenting specifically on
the recruitment of blacks, he
noted that very good progress
has been made-in all areas except
employment. In particular, his
office has been instrumental in
securing sub-contracts worth
about $352,000. last.year for
black contractors.

The work of the Opportunity
Development Office and of MIT
is being closely watched by the
US Department of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare. Starting in
1969, HEW began to lay down
guidelines for colleges in connec-

people who are under-employed
or under-utilized with no reser-
vations," he said.

Wiesner promised to "provide
a more flexibile career pattern
for women," and hinted that
much would be done to provide
a receptive environment for the
new workers.

Allison then addressed him-
self to the question of tenure
and promotions. He explained
that emphasis has been taken off
bringing in the hard core, and
has been shifted to recruiting
qualified and qualifiable people.
Further, he admitted that there
may be a few problems incurred
in turning down applications for
tenure or promotions for people
employed under the Affirmative
Action Plan. Still, he argued, the
number of people involved in
such decisions would probably
be much smaller than the num-
ber of new employees who
would themselves decide to leave.

i

Professors find fault
with evaluation

Arrests climax DC prtest

CJ. .C views hiring policy
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The Ugliest Man on Campus
contest for 1971 got underway
Tuesday night, at a raucus
meeting in the Alphas Phi Omega
Office. Even with only three of
the seven determined contes-
tants -present, the meeting
quickly degenerated until all
UMOC chairman Chuck Rosen-
blatt could manage was to
scream instructions to the pa-
rading uglies.

Campaigning, Rosenblatt de-
clared, will begin at 9 am on
Monday, November 1, and con-
cluae at 5 pm Friday.

Thtis year's official candidates
are:

Crud the Spud (Mr. Unnat-
aral', sponsored by the Eta Pota-
to Spudhouse. In his statement
of qualifications, the Spud
claims that he is "easily worth
less than hemorrhoids of equal
weight." His face, the petition
states, "had been known to turn
marble statues into lukewarm
rancid yogurt." The Spud claims
to have been recommended "as a
natural for the job" by Matt
"The Beast" Beasley, who repor-
tedly declined to enter the race
after smelling the Spud. Crud
the Spud lists -as his domicile the
Charles River at 147 Smoots
east, but this reporter was un-
able to find any sign of life in
the vicinity (although sonic pro-.
bing did reveal an iron and con-
crete safe at 69 Smoots).

R. Davies deBronkart, Jr.,
sponsored by, alas, The Tech.'
DeBronkart, who uses "Crisco
hair tonic" on his "dirty brown"
hair, was once one of MIT's
"successful stud pols" (rumor
has it that he is closely connec-
ted with a number of poles that
have recently sprung up on cam-
pus, although Physical Plant
made no comment on the matter
to this reporter). Sporting two
eyes, "ranging from blue to
black," deBronkart terminated
his petition with the warning
"Caveat Emptor.. ."

Oded Feingold, sponsored by
MIT Hillel. Feingold, whose peti-
tion is nearly illegible due to
some basic flaw (reportedly his.
ugliness itself), in addition: to

'being written; in large measure,
in a foreign language that
appears to resemble German, al-
though it was impossible to ver-
ify this by, mep.ns of expert
analysis as The, Tech was rushing
to print, pleaded "the fifth" to
APo's requests for certain infor-
mation, but apparently is being
excused by the UMOC rules
committee for this omission. His
campaign manager, when
queried by this reporter, ad-
- itted "tihere isn't much good
to say about him," but pro-
sied that Feingold's chances of
winning were "fantastic" as he
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Paul A. Wagoner Hermann Quincy Witherspoon
Photos by Sheldon Lowenthal

Mr. Natural Ugleon

was prepared to "buy himself
in."

Mr. Natural, ,sponsored by
Sigma Phi Epsilon. Mr. Natural,
well-known as a "powerful spir-
itualist," was born, according to
his petition, in 1871. Some fifty
years later, he claims he was
able to advance himself to the
position of "errand runner" for
a drugstore on Chicago's north
side. By 1923, he was selling
"wonder drugs" under the alias
"Dr. Von Naturlich," but two
years later, he was sporting his
talents in Vaudeville. He later
moved to Skid Row, and worked
at odd jobs on the West Coast.
From 1943 to 1953, Mr. Natural
travelled through the Middle and
Far East and worked as a taxi
driver in the Himalayas. In '53,
however, he returned to Ameiica
and went to Death Valley "to'
start anew."

Ugleon, sponsored by (don't
tell anyone but...) Chi ,Phi.
Ugleon, whose height is "ether-
eally high," claims to be so ugly
that: "Fellini gagged; sidewalks
spit on him; even coeds look
good; blind dates (the kind with

dogs) turn him down." His hair,
he reports, exists in "liberal
amounts, liberally dispersed over
key areas." Ugleon protests that
his nose is "usually in the way,"
but is "trimmed at the chin
regularly." Ugleon appeared at
the special UMOC confrontation
under the guard of his trainer,
that is, his campaign manager,
who kept him tightly bound in
thick heavy cord at almost all
times, and who could occasion-
ally be seen whispering into his
nose,

Paul A. Wagoner, sponsored
by Phi Beta Epsilon. Wagoner,
who claims to be very dedicated
to his foolishness, posed a per-
plexing problem for his official
photographer by his insistence
on being photographed in the
darkroom. (The'Tech, using its
extensive leverage, however, was
able to persuade Wagoner to
stand for a picture in a more
advantageous location.· His

greatest ambition, according to
his official petition is to be
"Great Court Jester," and "to
pop balloons."

Hermann Quincy Wither-
spoon, sponsored by Burton.
According to Nicholas Nuss-
baum, Witherspoon's campaign
manager, "Hermann is so trans-
eendentally ugly that the semi-
normal human mind refuses to
register him." Witherspoon's
nose is reportedly non-

functioning and his waist is
immeasurable, while his height is
undefined'. (reputedly, his ugli-
ness, as noted above, makes it
impossible for human minds to
measure him). Witherspoon, who
was to have graduated last June,
according to his petition, earned
a cumulative grade point average
so low that instead he was re-
admitted to MIT this fall as a
freshman (this reporter heard no
comment from the CAP).
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iNOTES " 
* The final date to make a change in
registration without a process charge is Dec.
1, not Oct. 29 as shown on some Academic
Calendars. Dec. 1 is also the final date to
drop a subject by correction card.

* Today (Friday) is the deadline for
changes by fourth year students of elective
subjects to be graded on a pass-fail basis.

* ERC Colloquium: "Non-Regular Educa-
tion," speech by consultant to the President
and Provost, MIT. 12 noon, Friday, Oct. 5,
the Bush Room (10-105). General public
invited.

* Would you like to take a course covering
the entire range of Urban Problems? Urban
Action is thinking about starting one. If you
would like to see such a course exist, come
to a meeting on Monday, Nov. 1, 7:30 pm,
Student Center Room 437.

* Dr. Scott Nearing and Mrs." Helen
Nearing will be speaking at McCormick
Hall's Green Living Room on Oct. 31 at 8
pm-on "The Future of the U.S. Economy:.
Where Is It Going?" The Nearings have been
active in the peace movement for several
decades, are vegetarians, and followers of
Tolstoy's teachings. Dr. Nearing has written
over 50 books (Poverty and Riches, Where 'i
Civilization Going?), some of which he has
coauthored with his wife. The event is being
sponsored by MIT Hillel.

* A seminar-discussion on the role of
technologists can take in aiding environ-
mental concern groups will be spoiisored by
the Nuclear Engineering Department and
the student chapter of the American Nu-
clear Society on Wednesday, Nov. 3, at 3:30
pm in Room 9-150.

* Competition for D.A.A.D. fellowships
closes soon. MIT is awarded one Scholarship
for the academic year 1972-73. The awards
are valid for a course of study or advanced
training at universities, technical. universi-
ties, and academies of art or rntsic in the
Federal Republic of Germany. The award
covers tuition, travel expenses, and a modest
living allowance. Further information may
be obtained from the Foreign Study Office,
Room 10-303, x5243.

* The week of Nov. 1, Nominations Com-
mittee will be holding interviews to fill
existing vacancies on student-faculty com-
mittees. Information on what vacancies ex--
ist, and further information on the com-
mittees, will be available in the Undergrad-
uate Association office, Student Center
Room 401.

* The Cambridge Morning Center offers a
safe, creative, educational environment for
your child. 3-5 yr. olds accepted. Half-day
service, Mon. thru Fri. For more informa-
tion call 354-7984.

* Wanted: 3 or 4 men to form male
nucleus for a semi-resident acting company.
Mixed season, variety of roles, small hono-
rariums. Call: Theatre Dept., Wheelock Col-
lege, 734-5200, x226.

T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

For further information on these opportun-
ities, call or visit David Burmaster, 20C-230,
x4849:

The Town Manager of Ipswich seeks to
interview students for possible internships.

The Boston Mutseum of Science seeks
students interested in science education,
through displays, demonstrations, and lec-
tures.

The Children's Museum seeks students to
help design and operate The Visitors'
Center.

The Water Quality Office of the Envi-
'ronmental Protection Agency, JFK Bldg.,
may be able to assist students on UROP
projects. -

The Council on Economic Priorities, in
New York City, seeks one student to help
study the Route 128 complex for later
journal publication.

.ment'I h/-st:or y, rt i ngs i'!
guidelines that convey'-specific infor-- me at least, two of the summaries about'}t
mation- about courses, for -example: professors are completely' wrong. For. :I

: ~ . example, I-find Prof. MacMaster to be the *;
C~xn content: ~ -best humanities instructor I have had at

What is 'the real content of the course, not - in. MIT. -I am -now taking a second coursen-the often outdated and frequently ignored
cataloguedemiption? . ~. Russian history from him, as a listener a

Is the matefial we it'erated simply because I -find it to. be an
How much material is covered? in what · extremely good course. I have found that ~

depth? at~what pace'! his lectures, at least in these two subjects,
Is -the course flexible? or is there a fixed have been well organized, well prepared -

syllabus oftopics? and interesting. I have never seen an
Does the material relate to history as a· ~ ~ ~~~~~~ex/tmple of his being "autocratic" of-discipline? "authoritarian." On the contrary, he is i!

always willing to discuss, and often will .]Pofessor:
How is the course taught? lecture? seminar? "agree wit points brought upby students.

individual papers? projects? - I believe -that while he may be hard in
Does the instructor prepare his material? grading and somewhat inflexible in
Do students participate? Class discussions: -assignments (although not very), his '

lively? boring? nonexistentf' office hours? is assignments are geared. very well to those ,F
professor available? willing to see students? who are' 'interest in learning 'about the .

subject, rather than those who are used to AdAdministrative details: sub,~Howlargle ils the coursean easy A or B in humanities for stHopw large is the course?
How much reading, writing is required? practically everyone in the course. '

~hen is material due? On the other' hand, I felt Prof,.-=
Criteria used in grading?. Mahoney to have been a, very poor
Exams? instructor in the'course that I took from

.him, 21.548. 1 am told, and I think :
Since professors tend to learn from reliably, that his course on Cambridge i

their successes. and failures, courses tend, politics is quite good. But in 21.54§, 1
to change in approach, content, and thought he was-extremely boring and .-
orientation from semester to semester. very disorganized. fie had a habit of going 
Therefore, a student evaluation must be off on enormous and quite irrelevant
current to be useful; it should indicate tangents l think thisis.what the evaluators
which semester' and year the course was call :'full- of stories .. and anecdotes"
evaluated and should be revised at least He was so concerned with getting detailed -
each year. facts before the class and telling his;i

As history majors we were saddened anecdotes, that his lectures l ost any
that the first student evaluation of logical sequence and little effort was;..
history proved to be so thoughless and made at any but the most superficial
irresponsible; certainly a more useful analysis of trends or comparisons. Allof A-
evaluation is possible. Although we still this w.as coupled with spending a fair
believe that the idea of a student amount of time reading aloud the text in 
evaluation of history courses. is an class. M
excellent one, we cannot under any In talking to some other people who
circumstances endorse this first student have taken these same course and other I
evaluation. · Marc D. Silverstein '71 history courses, I find that opinion varies

Lewis B. Reich '71 -widely, 'although those currently in Prof. i~
MacMaster's class seemed to think, on the ,;-

*, whole, that he was quite -good as an 
instructor. -

To the editor: - :I think all of this points up several X
As one who has taken a fair number of problems with instructor evaluations.

courses in history, both~for credit and as aM First-, the quality of an instructor may =
listener, I must take strong exception to vary from -course to course, depending on 'a
the evaluations compiled by Bruce his particular knowledge, enthusiasm, and
Wheeler and Mitch -Serota 'which you love of a particular subject. Second, there ,f
printed last Friday. is a severe difference in criteria between

I am most startled by the fact that, to those who are genuinely interested in -

How evaluation 'assetup
This is tMe memorandum sent to all chairman of the history section sof.

members of the-History, Section by -R. MacMaster. On Friday, March 19,
students Bruce Wheeler and Mitchell 'the committee and Prof. MacMaster
Serota last spring. - They used the made a que~stionnaire and agree d to
responses received as a result of their send it to all Humanities courses for all
efforts to write the evaluation of students who had taken any history (
History ,Section teachers printed in course in the last two years to fill out.
The Tech last Friday. Prof. MacMaster decided over the 

- ifollowing weekend that he could not
5/3/71 "dictate" So the history section that i

TO: All History majors each professor be evaluated, despite ok
From: Committeee of Concerned the fact that this was already section

History Students policy.
Re: Student Evaluation of History We therefore seriously question the J

Courses at MIT credibility of Mazlish. and MacMaster. S
Last year, the History Section We wonder, if they don't think

formally adopted a policy of soliciting students are interested in the quality a
evaluation of history teaching by all of their reducation, how interested
students taking history courses for use they are in the quality of teaching
in tenure and promotional recor- their section is giving us. Realizing that
mendations of history faculty.' In they do not especially desire to 1
keeping with this commitment, Prof. cooperate with us, our committee now e
B. Mazlish, at that time chairman of seeks the help of all history majors to
the section, claims to have sent out do the following:do the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ folloig1700 letters last summer seeking this 1) wrte one or two paragraphs on 
evaluation by students. Many history every history course taken at MIT in
students have not received that letter, the last two years.-
and many more still do not even know 2) contact Mitch Serota, x2889
they were supposed to have received 547.8098, dl 0-4,77 (keep trying and,
it. Asked why he only received 35 leave messages), to help organize, a I.
responses from 1700 letters, Mazlish booth in bldg. 10 to distribute our
commented that the students were not evaluation forms.
interested in taking part in the 3) show up at the boothnext week
evaluation. to sign up for a few hours of time that a

Prof. N. Sivin undertook an inves- you can spare (after all, there are 45 of x
tigation of the student evaluation us). We must organize ourselves since l
program, and resigned from the seniors cannot do the work alone, and ;
section immediately after making a juniors and sophomores'must carry the,
preliminary report. which indicated responsibilities after we leave. It is
that the evaluation program had been ibssential that we produce a pamphlet
sabotaged. After his resignation, the of some kind before the end of the
faculty investigation was not carried term so that we cam better influence
further., -decisions of the history section. Please

To investigate the matter for help us. -
students, a committee of three, Bruce .- Sincerely yours, '
Wheeler, Mitch-Serota, and John Pilaft, Bruce C. Wheeler
had a series of talts with the present _Mitch Serot

, ~~~~~~~~~~. M i c S ,*et r "i

To the editor: --
I recently received a mimeographed

copy of a student evaluation of history
faculty accompanied by a covering letter
from Mr. Bruce Wheeler and -Mr. Mitch
Serota requesting that I read the evalua-
tion and return an enclosed postcard if
the evaluation were "to my liking."
Alternatively, I was told (in a postscript)
that if I found the evaluation "not
acceptable . . . for substantive reasons" I
might express these reasons in a letter to
[Pete Messeri, chairman of the Student
Committee on Educational Policy, who
received another copy of- this, letter].
Since I do not agree with the findings of
the authors, since the evaluation is not
acceptable to me for substantive reasons,
since I consider it, grossly unfair and

-inaccurate, and since there was no
postcard in the mai'ing I received, I am
taking this opportunity to -explain. at
length why I feel the evaluation is worse
than useless, that it is harmful, irrespon-
sible, and sets back.rather than advances
the case in favor of increasing student
participation in decision affecting teach--
ing and curricula, besides doing injustices
to thea teaching ability of many of the
instructors it purports to evaluate. I have
also discussed the evaluation with a friend
who is also a former student in the
history department, Mr. Lewis Reich; this
letter is a joint expression of our views;

A student evaluation should be useful
to both students and faculty. For
students, an evaluation should provide
information that helps in making deci-
sions for the intelligent selection of
courses. For the 'faculty, a student
evaluation should provide a carefully-
considered, often-needed appraisal of the
effectiveness of their teaching from the
student's viewpoint.

The present evaluation fails in these
critical functions' so dismally that one is
inclined to wonder why it was written at
all. It is not only arrogant and-presumptu-
ous but embarrassingry dogmatic to label
one group of professors as "highly
recommended" for all students and
another as "unrecommended"; in their
enthusiasm the authors must have over-
looked the obvious truism that one
professor cannot be "right" or "wrong".
for all students. The authors make no
mention of specific courses, onIly of
instructors; apparently they assume that
all courses given ,by · an individual
instructor. are equally worthwhile. They
provide only the barest indication in a
few isolated instances of the instructors'
main field -of interest.: No specific
information -is provided about course
content, organization, goals, or effective-
ness. Instead, we are presented with what
can only be described as attemptsi., at
summarizing some vaguely-drawn "class-
room personality" of each instructor; a
factor, one would think, of only marginal
importance in an overall appraisal of the
value of specific courses. The authors are
attempting to tell students whose courses
they think are worth taking, rather than
providing information that is useful in
helping a student make an intelligent
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Second-class postage paid 'at Boston,
Massachusetts. The Tech is published twice
a week during the -college year, except
during college vacations, and once during
the first week in August, by The Tech,
Room W20-483, MIT Student Center, 84
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts 02139. Telephone: (617) 864-6900
ext. 2731 or 1541.

i his own. The evaluation is'
a its fundamental approach; it
, been much more effective
if it had appraised specific
taught by specific faculty

selection on
misguided in
would have
and useful
courses as
members.

The abysmally poor 'writing and
production that characterize the evalua-,
tion are worthy of consideration only
because they confirm the lack of-care and
casually irresponsible approach which are
manifest in the content. One would have
hoped that those concerned with gaining
respect and attention for the student
body's regard of teaching in a 'given
department would have seen to it that the
first public expression of their opinions
would be worthy of consideration and
likely to establish a certain credibility and
perspicacity for the authors. Instead,
were are treated to a document Whose

.very uselessness raises'. the question ofe
why student opinion should be consulted
at all, if this is the best that a concerned
and supposedly responsible student view
has to offer.

To be useful, an evaluation should
cover individual courses as taught by
particular faculty members. If a course is
taught by several-professors, as some of
the- introductory courses are, then each
section should be evaluated separately.
The evaluation should -follow general

Student corn
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By Alex Makowsla
The publication in last Friday's issue

of The Techtof a student evaluation of
MIT's history faculty has forced for the
first time in the past few years a discus-
sion of the,issue popularly raised as
"students grading teachers." Apparently
something of the same sort was tried ten
years ago for the professors who taught
core subjects (one or two senior faculty
alluded to it), but even the mild surge of
enthusiasm for educational reform among
undergraduates three .years ago never re-
sulted in so concrete an achievement as
distribution of a -review of the-perfor-
mance of one section's entire faculty.

What was the point of it? And what
should be the point? Bruce Wheeler and
Mitch Serota, the two seniors who provi-
ded much -of the student push for the
evaluation, have both left MIT, so their
motives can only be guessed at. We could
presume, though, that their aim must
have been one (or both) of two general
objectives - providing information to
their fellow students, or providing feed-
back to the section faculty.

The disposition of the evaluation, as
well as its tone and content, tend to
suggest that the purpose was the former.
Wheeler and Sefota left the document

Letters on evaluations
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with Peter Messent, chairman of the Stu-
dent Committee on Educational Policy,
with instructions to give it as wide a
circulation as possible. The wording of
the document ("Anyone caught in one of
Mr. Koenig's 21.05 sections had better
get out fast." "A favorite among Welles-
ley students, his classes sometimes turn
into dating bars.") could hardly have
been calculated to provide useful infor-
mation for a section head organizing an
undergraduate program.

How Valuable are these guides for
students? They aren't very helpful, be-
cause most undergraduates will rely on
other sources of information. History
majors, for example, most likely know
enough students or faculty in their sec-
tion to be able to assemble their own
evaluation, from personal sources they
have confidence in, of prospective cours-
es. Non-history majors taking the subjects
as electives are similarly likely to have
their own contacts, with professors or
friends, that will provide them with what-
ever information they need.

A guide presentation, then, isn't much
of a positive contribution, and the reac-
tion~of a professor from the mathematics
department underlines the possible nega-
tive effects. Such a review- is likely to be

subjective (how could you -summarize
twenty different opinions objectively,
without resorting to a miiltiple-choice-
question type of survey?) and personal,
and the natural human response from a
badmouthed professor would be to ignore
such "advice" and perhaps pay even less
attention to his teaching.

Students putting energy into evaluat-
ing their professors are better off moving
in the other direction - providing feed-
back to their professors and, more impor-
tant, their departmerntal chairman. Most
departments are woefully short of feed-
back from their students, and this void is
one of the more powerful factors contri-
buting to the position of undergraduate
education here.

The phenomenon of student apathy
toward the education they pay so muich
money for may be due in part to the
heavy workload on most undergraduates.
Or perhaps the,school's pre-occupation
with research is so obvious to students
that they judge concern about their edu-
cation to be not worth the effort. An-
other explanation may be simple ignor-
ance of the needs and possibilities.

Feedback - and, eventually, pressure
- to the departments is a natural role for
student honoraries and professional soci--
eties. Indeed, within some departments
such action is already being taken. Phi
Lambda Upsilon, the chemistry honorary,
has produced a report, complete with
suggested improvements, of that course's
notorious lab sequence. Eta Kappa Nu,
the electrical engineering honorary, is in
the midst of an evaluation experiment
covering that department's undergraduate
program. A few other departments have
more informal contact between faculty
and undergraduates, but the total is hard-
ly impressive.

For active student groups on the de-
partmental level, evaluation could take
the form of reviews of both course
programs and the faculty themselves.
Some degree programins, upon examina-
tion, may be deemed too restrictive, the
required course of study too- inflexible
for students preparing for a world in
which the specialist is gradually vanishing.
Maybe students would like to see their
departments recognize that undergradu-
ates, while majoring in the same field,
may have widely different plans for what
they do with their discipline after they
leave MIT. On the practical level this
could mean the thinning out (or elimina-
tion) of the list of required courses, with
a simultaneous increase in the reliance on
counseling contact between faculty and
student.

Returning to our original take-off
point, the evaluation of faculty, student
honoraries or professional societies must
insist that their opinions on the depart-
ment's faculty be taken into account.
Every year tenure decisions shape the
character of the faculty; students should
meet with departmental chairmen to dis-
cuss current priorities for promoting fa¢-
ulty and allocating funds. Student socie-
ties should reach as many veterans of
their department's courses as possible to
provide a wide range of inputs. And it
wouldn't be. particularly useful to sum-
marize a dozen or more opinions in a
single paragraph: better to present the
department with a number of complete,
objective evaluationr.

There is no being certain,'of course,
that the students will not be ignored. But
at least the department officers will not
be able to throw up their hands in despair
over the lack of "student input."

* Potential authors and composers for
TECH SHOW '72, and everyone else inter-
ested in learning more about TECH SHOW,
are invited to an informal meeting on
Thursday, Nov,. 4, at 7:30 pm in the Kresge
Little Theatre. Proposed scenarios will be
due early in December. If you cannot attend
the meeting,, get in touch with Jeffrey
Meldman (x2871) or Professor Gurney
(x2644) for more information.

* "Which direction for the antiwar move-
ment?" a discussion of perspectives for the
antiwar movement by representatives of the
two major national antiwar coalitions: the
National Peace Action Coalition and the
People's Coalition -for Peace and Justice.
Tonight (Fri.), 8 pm, 295 Huntington Ave.,
Boston, Room 307.

* Nathaniel Branden, Executive Director
of the Institute of Biocentric Psychology,
will speak on "Romantic Love: Neurosis or
Rational Ideal?" in Kresge Aud. on Thurs.,
Nov. 4 at 8:15 pm. Sponsored by LSC;
admission free.

* Lecture Series Committee will present
SCHOOL DAZE, a talk on the state of
college humor by Doug Kenney, editor of
National Lampoon magazine, on Mon., Nov.
1 at 4:15 pm in 26-100. Admission free.

* Phi Kappa Sigma, 530 Beacon St.,
Boston, is sponsoring its bi-annual free beer
party, Skuffle, on Saturday, Oct. 30. The
party is open to all members of the MIT and
Wellesley communities. FREE. Couples
only. Infinitely informal.

* Ukranian students, new and old, are
invited to meet other Ukranian students in
the Boston area. Call Alex or Chrys,
491-1390, for information.

* The Student Financial Aid Office notes
that a local scholarship-fund is soliciting
applications from Armenian-American fresh-
man students, born in the US and residing in
Mass. If you think you fill this bill and care
to apply, notify Mrs. Bowe in the Student
Financial Aid Office (x4791) by Oct. 3X.

* If you are a male or female between 16
and l00 years old and would like to
volunteer three hours of your'time each
week by offering your friendship to boys
6-18 years old, or if you have any hobby or
interest that you would like to share with
boys, then -please call Jack Cascio at
268-4301 'or 268-2534.

history and those who simply wish to get
through the humanities requirement as
easily and quickly as possible. Perhaps
there are also other personal preferences
that influence evaluation. For instance, I
feel that I generally learn more from
listening to an instructor that really knows
his subject and has something interesting
to say, than from a lot of wide-ranging
student discussion. Thus, I prefer a
lecture format which includes discussion
when it arises naturally, as in the way
Prof. MacMaster and Prof. Ralston handle
their classes, rather than an outright
encouragement of student discussion for
its own sake that some other instructors
and students prefer.

I rather suspect that another and very
serious problem might arise from an
evaluator trying to extract from com-
pleted questionnaires a profile of an
instructor that he has never had. Under
such circumstances weighing and sorting
the various comments intelligently is
virtually impossible and a highly distored
picture can emerge.

In conclusion I would suggest that in
general student feedback should be
confined-to just that, feedback, or if it is
presented to other students, that it
should be more carefully done. The
descriptions should attempt to be more
objective, to recognize that various
students have various tastes in teaching
techniques, and to include the strong and
weak points of each professor, rather
than trying to give an all over evaluation,
or even worse trying to rate them in
relation to others. I suspect that the
compilers of this evaluation were too
worried about appearing wishy-washy or
making up just the right witty phrase
about each instructor, and too little
concerned with capturing the subtle and
very complex attributes that make their
teaching good or bad for various students.

I am haunted, in thinking about this,
by the idea that, had this evaluation
appeared earlier, I might have missed a
couple of what I consider to be extremely
good history courses of Prof. MacMaster's
on the basis of five sentences of not very

well thought out, exaggerated criticism
and not very interesting witticism in the
midst of 35 column inches which tries to
cover the whole history section. Surely,
at the very least, this is the kind of thing.
that.does not lend itself to compression
into the size of a newspaper article.

I would urge anyone thinking of
taking a history course, to visit the
instructor in question and talk to him for
a few minutes rather than be guided by
these evaluations:

Dick Fletcher,'72

Altogether The
from students
Master. - Ed.

Tech received five letters
defending' Prof. Mac-

To the Editor:
I wonder if Messrs. Serota and Wheeler

might give readers a short summary of the
content of the questionnaire used in the
teacher-earaluation survey (The Tech
October 22). Surveys run by students (or
by others) sometimes have questionable
value, and it would help, I think, if
readers were told what the survey really
tried/to find out. How many students, for
example, recommended or did not
recommend the different professors?
Were faculty members consulted during
the evaluation? What difference is 'there
between a "recommended" professor and
a "highly recommended" one? Shouldn't
there be a group of ' "so-so" instructors
who, though not recommended, might be
worth having if the student were
interested in the subject he taught?

From looking at the results of this
survey, I would guess that it did not get
replies from more than a few hundred
students. There are over three thousand
undergraduates at MIT, and it seems
likely that all of them have had or will
have at least one of the sixteen professors
evaluated in the report. What efforts were
made to get a wide response? Thie survey
can't have much value if only a small
number of students took part in it.

Steve Gilbert

The IAP Planning Committee has
$10,000 to help support IAP activities with
unusual educational promise.

Letters of application should be submit-
ted to the IAP Planning Office as soon as
possible (Rm. 5-207). We expect thai all
awards will be made by December 3.
Decisions on awards will be made by an ad
hoc committee of faculty and students
chosen from the IAP Policy Committee and
the SCEP IAP Task Force.

The letter of application should include a
brief and specific description of the
proposed activity, the names of others
involved, if any, and a reasonably detailed
budget. Afy individual student, faculty
member or group may apply, including
groups formed specifically for an IAP
activity.

Requests will be judged by the Commit-
tee on the basis of independence, originality
and creativity. Priority will be given to
activities less likely to take place during the
regular school semester, and to activities
that depend heavily on student initiative.

The Committee is prepared to consider
awards of up to $500 or more if proposals
suitable for such a large share of the total
funds are received. For these larger grants,
priority will be given to projects that benefit
more than just a few people. Most other
awards will be for projects of $200 or less.

The Committee has agreed in advance to
decline to support certain types of expendi-
tures. For example, travel expenses and
living -costs will not be allowed for
individuals engaged in an activity away from
MIT. However, costs of organizing or
otherwise implementing a project away
from MIT are not ruled out.

For further information, write or call the
IAP Planning Office, Rm. 5-207, ext. i973.
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f mp, 6:10, 10:40; THE TENTH VICTIM, 9:15.
. 11:25-exc. Fri. Sat. by Elio Petri. with

iOanni. Elsa Martinelli. Ursula Andress.

8ng Weds, Nov. 3 - ARTHUR PENN eZLE OF A DOWNFALL CHILD with F;
TIVAL; Weds., Thurs. Nov, 3, 4, MIICKEY Dunaway, 4, 7:20, 10:40-exc. Fri. & Sat. "(

I
N E

'Warren Bleatty, 4 7'30, 1 1'THE MIRA-
CLE WORKERetr, AnneBanrof, Patty MIRA-D f the finest in recent years ... a tour de fo~40.5 o91R , Anne Bancroft, Patty Duk, for everyone involved" Rolling Stone.

UNDERGROUND FILM ORGANIZATION
eents NINE films from the new visionary CT OF THE HEART, S:50, 9:10, by P;

l nema including works by Wihitney, Chris Almond, with Genevieve Bujold "a perso:
er, Borowozyk. FRIDAY/SATURDAY statement that hovers between brilliance -'

toer 29, 30. 11:45 pro, Tickets S1.5D. melodrama" TIME MAGA21NE.

OUNTSS. AVE. CAMBRIDGE OK 8s8-3O 0 TICKETS -2
11 RE BOS ~ eft- ts -0J

mark your ballot 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6,
and

7,8,9, 10, 11, 12

CAMBRIDGE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
Endorsed Candidates - 1971

City Council,. ~~~~~City Council >l.School Committee
Vote All 12 in order of your choice Vote All 6 in order of your choice

Barbara Ackermann .... O Robert P. Moncreiff .: .... [ Ethel Caragianes ....... [1
Michael J. Amato ...... [ Henry F. Owens, 3rd ..... C Eric Davin ........... O
Frederick S. Arsenault ... O Thomas P. Rossi ......... . Peter G. Gesell ......... 
Jerry R.Cole ......... O PhilipS.Shaw .......... 1 Louis F. O'Malley ...... [ 
FrancisH. Duehay ..... O Henry-Smilowitz ....... D Charles M. Pierce ...... O
Saundra Graham .......[ C. Wendell Smith ........ O David Wylle ........... n

paid political announcement, CCA 2 Essex Street. Cambridqe 02139, 876-9176

(: rn r i nor teachers: an overview

m � m

I r 11 t - IDG E
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cotsaresa ther ca~rrpine aont !east a-thuand'otrsy .t, beo, poic commissioneer ousdof cil SNRAGHM(C).th e 5)gttn~ig saitir ical revew, No exerience as a
wh~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ommai~ wcork atMTi s0'nie-pct. Forservie a rcod ofcmeternt lcommunitycaswob~eago-ailleca nepotian', bust' is wd mok s .a our nalis [

th~~~e~ mo st part, undrdutesl h avebenRp:Cambrde Repubicng Cty wo rkn withntradtonl, poal frmsleaves himwth oeriew thofamost tevr ciyuitnable to anider.,ita, aaniions A fier y blacl/, pe - c omni proe everl id,

SincePI th ecto o rac e has atogthr acdei ted such scant) .sP Soclist Worers Piianty. Tis 'ipaydi deedaysnte (lofi thes RvrdeClambigeor noripente iteBotonara
a and hahaard attention .fom s th mda, saen of four isthe h eronlaty onled whc rs'Comuncityorpor Wllat ionl, a diretor of~T UE -, Da/ ~11 ~iU 7 1we presendidat heres an baryof th tie nit. heft platform ay,': 0se emo the Camb ride 0- Cfc -nommuity Center, ad a

X'~~~~~~ make the Ba~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ll intvid rfen sown, TmCaftes, Tahoma~ds Daeh,contestants and the cam~a/gn. We do not Jean Lafferty, et al., below. council membefL- ;'rof th Houghto Wal t er Sulli v an and A1 -elfiel-u ci· ',"" - ' Community S~~~~~~~chool fm rtradvtran loca poiiinswo .hT oM0~ ,~

-,,uhhtiond t~ppae~~entation sets its buajora, thelqta -i:ate wittive s ,scattr throuhout th cityO'C'M C
'PReivH o te ri PR hl to univrsit epans iona and besatter g overent and none aa errefo rers iSlarrI~~~~~~lpnnt afPR, election ytu emay vote for_ poice., Ho rer miita" J" displ.,ayed, in deed,,6f a

guatas·r~+lr anyl rrcandidates asr Ai om youdes-pr shf ra.idrvgrcounsea~~~~~~~~~The Usmai (71 v oe -h Count)(though your sbaloa :.- Cinlutona'imately o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. b o k d e i t o s rsnit ueous abig.ln-:~

you mutjodyj 'voteh w uithu n~~ sumers (16J, re2t,cnrl 3,, ,wnre re- kii-dispoibute c~mamng. ofhe cither-~~~~~~~~~~~ AN aSWPd Soisl/st, ue IWorkeds o mr- Schoo CEommitteetc.) ~~~~~~~q~pignn th o~rde oyurpeerence candidats inacrnciit hth n ext o, thensv platominues demnst X's make 'the~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r blot ravaid Th -ikcol omtee member af' 'attern are att6` ~~~~"co h's'to' iices,. .rentincreasesand r o l l Centsakto16
nam~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~te because Patcanidate'n. neest oest nmerovtes, iseiiaereceveonly amr fr.ionofthroe, -to-a scolsbe voted out bth cit.yIs air i/~sign ge~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~nporaatthant insti" inons Amadonagof ifballtrown. eau~'hr n/h srviigcaniaes rneah /uta...... .r. . .. ~~ .. .. ~,, or, Tfans,,~A ,. ,+,,,o,C ace, -city r rent pzgan~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~]

council seats, the fraction needed to ' through the addition of transferred allS e lu ovavas .be elected .calleduot3 - th ,,es additon. o rbturned to tenants for housing improve- The campaign situation is similar tojbe elected (called -"quota") is one- ballots to their totals, they are.t qotasltssements. Saundra Graham's platform ech- the, council's. Here, it is the appointment tenth of the vaid' bsiots plus 1. In declared elected and no further ballots . . . -wtt969 oere were 2vi 13 ballots cast, I are eled o the b s oes several of these pohits; both the SWP of school commissioner Frank Frisoli, a1969ther wee 25613 allts cst, are transferred to them. This processof^~~~~~~~r *..sere . _e. .i . a. .s slate and Graham have received "critial local teacher, over several qualified
of which 631 were-initially invalid. continues until all but nine candidates support" from the radical Cambridge professionals which is the greatest matter One-tenth of the USA~ bzilots (24,9823 have been ditninated...Oeetplu 1 th 2,499.lts(4,8 have been eimin ate sd. Tenants. Organizing Committee. The of contention. A short summary:plus I is 2,499. EseilyiJh ae tgso h

The count begins't te - c , mts o singweakenss of the SWP slate are the Incumbents supporting Frisoli: DonaldThe count begins With the separa- iicou nt, yat s otn*
members' lack of actual experience in Fantini, James Fitzgerald, Joseph May-ition of the ballots among. candidates dates cannot be transferred because members lack of actual expeence nCambridge affairs (excepting Sarah UII- nard. -by the first preference shown - the they show votes only for candidates |EN o.1 vote. Anycndidtewoohaealeadybeenlimiatedo.man). CCA endorsees: Ethel Caragianes, Eric

rahsqoan'No, I votes is a~idt wo.No. vote. Any candidate who have already been eliminated i ROBERT MONCRIEFF (incumbent) Davin, Peter Gesell, Louis O'Malley, .reaches quota in' No. IJ votes is ~ rwho have reached quota. These "ex- Chaftes Pierce, David Wylie 
declared elected. In 1R969 only Walter hanted" ballots do co forased"ballotsn dccomhd notk, count forBoston law firm. Opposes ren/ control Rep'ublican. City Committee endor-ISullivan accomplished this, Sullivan anyone. Obviously the more candi-SzflIeran acom he adi- tinitiative, would hire a new rent control sees: Caragianes, Gesell, Glen Kooche,Eactually had 3,617 No. I votes,. or dates you vote for, the less chance tht dministratorandgivethepresentsystem CharlesPierce.1,Trs moae than quota. His excess ·~~~~administrator and give the present syste m h r e Pec.:1, 18 more than quota. His excess your ballot will become exhausted.
ballots were redistributed among the a chance to work. He pled~ges to replaceballots were redistbted among the Note the crucial importance of the city manager and "government by cabal"' Rothe.. anddate i n a c crdane wth o. I voPte~. Al ballots on which thether n ext preferes in accordance witshown on eawhich the at City Hall with respect for citizen Residents will also vote on whether it,the next preference shown on each No. I vote is for a winning candidate participation. should be the policy of the city participation. should be the policy' of the city t0'
ballot (No. 2 vote). never help another candidate (except . STEVE NELSON- most individualist- provide 24-hour free day care, adsThe count now continues with'-the in the rare case where the winning alThe count now conties wihthe tie rare case where the iing of the candidates, Nelson is a Harvard whether to legalize beano. Each questieR:elimination of the candidate with the candidate receives more than quota on and Law graduate w ho, managed the old rqie aoiyo oe,fewest ballots. At this stage in 1969, the first count). In 1969, 17092andi Boston Tea Party. Ran for city council in minimum of one-third of the number ofCleveland (30 votes), GMl (40 votes) ballots, or about 68%o of the 'total,Cleveland ( otes), (40 tes) ots, or about 6 of the total, 1969 and lost. Has since published a book - registered voters (about 15,000), to parsh,and Ullman (20 -otes) were lumped counted for the No. 1 candidate. of poems wi Ja Lewis w eyof poems with Jan Lewis which they

.Where~ .to~ votedistributed- themselves. Advocates: legal- Compiled by br oComind bruc Robeart o
ized marijuana with tax, a graduated and Bruce SchwasdiWher .o v o t e property tax, four day work week for' .

Polls will be open 8 am through 8 Your polling place-is determined by city employees, collective. bargaining -
pm on election day-, next Tuesday, the ward you live in; a complete list between tenant unions and landlords. ungy? 
.Nevember 2. appears in the Cambridge Chronicle. If During '69 campaign, however, he talkedRead about . the Institute's WO 

you are not sure where to.vote, call f an alliance with Harvard Square least-praised sources' bf food -co,O~ ~ nfo annalliandcewihHrvard SquaTherec :le Ithe Cambridge Election Commission, businessmel. He also opposed votes for and Serend n The rec net
8769828. students. in belief thatCambridge!belo ngs · A.

,I~~~ ".~ ~~~ |to long-te rm residents, S uch idiosy ncratic
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Moan Tue' Weds Thur Fri
11/8 11/9 11/1111/11 11/1

9:45 101 201 301 401 501

10:00 102 202 302 402 502

10:15 103 203 303 403 503

10:30 104 204 304 404 504

10:45 105 205 305 405 505

11:00 106 206 306 406 506

11:15 107 207 307 407' 507

11:30' 108 208 308 408 508

11:45 109 Z0 309 409 509

12:00 110 210 310 410 510

12:15 111 211 311 411 511

12:30 112 212 312 412 512

12:45 113 213 '313 413' 513

1:00 114 214 3i4 414 514

1:15 115 215 315 415 515

1:30 116 216 316 416 516

1:45 117 217 317 417 517

2:00 118 218 318 418 518

2:15 119 219 319 419 519

2:30 . 120 220 320 420 520

2:45 121 221 321 421 521

3:00 122 222 322 422 522

3:15 123 3 223 42323

3:30 124 224 324 424 524

Mr. - .
Mrs-. - . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ '
Miss , ,

Blood type:- 

Address Dept:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. - ..'

Institute ' 
Phones: Ext: Dorm Line: Other:

Locai
Residence: -, -- , , _

, ~- :~- -- ,

Social Security Number (Student use M IT ID) .
Please indicate your sex: Male M Femnale O F

MIT students please indicate: Graduate O-G Under Grad O S
Non-student M IT cornmunity please check: C C
If this will be your first donation, please check here:. -O D
If this isyour first donation at MIT, please check here-: O T
if you have donated before, qive date of last donation:
Please give your birth date: (month-day-year)
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M
- ' : :-- _ 3- ..: ' Fill out this form completely, giving all the requested i0formation. This will

- -save you time when you come in to donate. On the right hand side-of this

. .--. : . : - e" : form, please indicate by checking or marking boxes on the grid provided, the

. > :: "times which. you can be scheduled to donate (please. allow at least 65
-8 .\ r E - minutes for the entire -process); OR if you can donate at any time. please

. * mark, the box below:

,.'. ..... - - ;.- If you have no appointment preference at all, please check here A

: . .: " Return-this form to your solicitoror to TCA', W20450, as soon as.possible.

-. : . :- -. ". -.- : :. .-. You :will be sent a card in the t mail notifying you of your scheduled
;' '-; . .' ':. '. '. ' .._:.apoinnen time For your Cnven. ec just fold :tiis form on the dotted

,, .'' ,_, - ' ,: '''linestaple and drop itito any IT Institute mailbox. Thank you.
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Prof. Lettvin presented this paper tit a. I-aefaofwasieesasno etatoteereio. rm orltdrthrhnct
UNESCO symnposivm on Culture and the science that is hard-wonl knowledge In modelling the world one used to governed macroscopically by prob
Science: Phe Diversity of Cultures as but that other science, the faith imposed assume that laws are simple but hard to rather than necessity, the pheno

agaist te Unverslityof Sienc and or. people by a self-elected admninistratinlg find. Parsimnony and symmetry, played the 'world fades. What one perceivedbe
Technologye Uiversaity onfas Septencer and priethood. The most vielous thing that greatest part in setting up science as we not. different in substance from 601

Copyright l71, 1JNESCOthis public science says, the supportinig lie know it. Had Newton's equations of tions that model it, and the mno m
0 n whhreouinr nretiny motion been. as long as the Prnceipia, different in principle one fromte

The comprehensive involvement of alike agree, is that truth is in number, itself, and proven, somehow, in an Possibly our metaphysics od

man in science is now fatal. There are two numbers are in machines, machines are appendix 'to be necessarily that long, they withstood the strain if 'only the pa-
distinct meanings to the word science. not human and therefore just. They are would not have been so interesting even if of man on man were somewhat led
The first meaning is what physicists and spared the original sin. In the hands of an they- were true. Beauty - lay in the along with the methodical devaluawi
mathematicians. do. The second meaning unscrupulous and power-grasping priest- economy, for the ideas were not only the world has come the pressure toe!
is a magical art, about which the general hood, this efficient tool, just as earlier, easy to grasp, but universally applicable - how to deal with each other as met 
public has superstition. These views are the Final Man, has become an instrument like quotations -from Shakespeare. The same expediency which destroyedl
related to each other as basic theology of bondage. laws found were neck in thie sense schools in the early middle age;2
and priestled religion in the middle ages. -In spite of- great differences in that the whole Wcorld, the very heavens, drives us again. And attention turgid
Politically it is the latter that is mnost economic and social structure, the West- bore witness to them. But cone can the whole of nature (as so
useful. But just as one cannot divorce the emn World now resembles. the Western reasonably - ak: Is this aesthetic, required 'explicable, given money enoug`;-g
deeds sand policies of the Inquisition from World of the sixth century. A rnetapby- to makce working models of the -world? time) to man himself. The acedia
the doctrines and propositions of the sics that ushered in the first dark ages is Suppose instead of having a small set -of palls the schools in the Unitedi
Taints, so now one cannot really separate again flourishing. I call it Antaeism after lucid equations, one had an enormous set comes only partly from their cone
the -tyrannies of government from the that -unhappy -giant that Hercules killed of measurements independently taken to an industry, or tissue cultue
theories of scholars. That connexion by keeping him from touching the earth. and covering most practical cases. Then administrators. Most of fmy coileagdjSg
occurs now as then through the schools in Antaeism is an overwhelming abandon-. suppose one had an immense -machine of also old prostitutes and we don'tl
which vulgar opinion'entrains Sthe disci- ment of the phenomenal world as the great storage capacity and high operating supporting outselves that way. Inde'
plines and expediency reshapes the work. source of knowledge. speed, and could show that for shooting will continue to lie, cheat, embeuzllj-

This vulgar opinion, this second and ; Without denying other kinds of cannon, computing freight costs and pimp as is the custom, in order A
now overriding view ofscience, desernes a, analysis, let us look back to the middle-of calculating orbits it was almost always a our laboratores going and out stug
brief description. Tin it science consists of the first milleniurn with this syndrome ill matter of practical. indifference whether financed. Much more dishearteningig
facts and artifacts - actuarial tables on mind. The world then', as now, had he used Newton's system or the huge set find now .in the clear 'eyes of 
the one hand, lasers on the other. Theory become crowded, not for lack of land and - of seperate expressions. Would there -be students as in' the bloodshot eyesd&
is a kind of incantation that- ensures the resources, but for lack of ways to use ally practical reason for preferring New- administrators how the world l
fact and makes the artifact work, them. Ethics and politics, the way men ton except by the superstition of taste? changed from a great chain of beitni
Advertising agencies, when they w'ant to treat each other, had become a major What has just been given in travesty .jig-saw puzzle, the connexions beQ
show that some breakfast cereal, de- preoccupation, and control of man for physics can be taken as directly the parts arbitrary or conventions
graded from cardboard wastes, is scierltifi- insensibly became more important than applicable in many other sciences. Com- nature of the parts accidental otms

cally designed, put E = MC2 conspicuous- control of nature. In the schools Greek - puters have vastly increased our .ability to triived. Piuzzles are, in -the end, borin

ly in the picture. Equal nonsense occurs was dropped as a dead language and work with data points. It is possible, for it is that many young physicist-J

in-other contexts in other countries. By mathematics decayed as a useless disci- example, to patch together weather chemnists are turning to biology
itself -such gimmickry is no more harm pline. Natural scie'nces turned from prediction, or the location of oil deposits, biologists are turning to mediciner~_

than a St. Christopher medal. What is of description to a ruminative scholarship or putting a man on the moon, because social science ill one general comply4
harm is the blind faith in an imposed concerned with- authority. An almost -the.-dogwork of patching data can be -to work with man himself. But thenq

svstem that is imtlEed. "Science savs" has sensuous Hipoocratic immersion in obser- done easilv and ravidlv bv machine.
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Where, a clearly determined human -goal
can inform a- human judge,- to reorganize
-comhputation, patching becomes a fine
art, the blending of apparently irrelevant
procedures to produce wanted result s.
However, the patchwork is not usually a.
theo~ry in any classical sense. It is
prescriptive like a good recipe. But, when

lthe -same algorithms and, programs, so
successful in directed engineering, are
used in cases where there. is neither a
theory to be checked nor a goal to, be
approached, the system turns -bizarre, a
-thing out of Jonathan Swift. Then the
output of the machine, whatever it is, can
become the goal, the programn beconie the
theory, as you can actually see occurring
in certain branches of biophysics. What
first occasions the work disappears and
the real objects of discourse are revealed
as the workings of the machine.-

It is more in technology than in
science that the computing machines
flourish. Not only in' automatic book-
keepin~g and traffic control of rolling
stock -but also in the design of special

devices, useful circuits, optimal ways of
conlstrucing apparatus, these computers
are without peer. One experiences almost
a frisson -of awe when watching -an
automated draftsman lay out. a set of
complex plans, or an automated milling
machine shape to perfection a piece of
metal, or an automated editor justify the
lines on a page and even proofread. So
much of what we formerly thought to be 
talents and crafts turn out to. be tedious
exercise,- so much labor, in retrospect, is
slavery rather than work. And since the
fruits of science are the gadgets and
comforts now better made as well as
better designed, by machine, it is not_
unreasonable to imagine that science
itself is of the same nature. From the
popular view science -becomes what
computers handle - seits of numbers,
preferably large, as in Isaac Asimov's
explanations of. cosmology- Thus the
fusion of the science qua relagion and
science qua discipline is already occur-
ring.

'The universe, received as a large set: of
clever tricks, leads to a disengagement
from it, makes it about as worthy of
notice as a new car. This attitude is
reinforced by a technology that.- has
almost exclusive dominion over-what we
see. -The ambient world now presented to
the teyes of -a city child is mnore the piling
up of 'clever tricks-than an orchestration
of natural process. The stage, is set for the
flourishing of Antaedsm. Taken without
aesthetic, as a list .of independent
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vationl of the patient gave way, to the
rationalist system of Galen whose style
has -reappeared in medical textbooks.
Causes, broad enough in concept as to
admit of no exceptions, gave a -world of
only accidentally modified effects- It did
not matter, from the public and uninvitia-
ted view, that this system of reason was
not truly productive, that mechanism was
not truly explained by indwelling proper-
ties, that, indeed, an institution had
grown powerful enough to fulfil its own
prophecies. For the overwhelming daily

*problem that shadowed the sun by day
and obscured the stars at night was how
to live in a world more constrained by
one's fellows than by ally of the forces
offered by nature. Then as now, mzanipu-
lators appeared and kept shop every-
where, then as priests, now as social
-scentists,-arrogating control-by anallyed,
divine order whosem shibboleths are
parodies of serious thoug14 but always

.such as hold men down. It mattered little
to organized and.organizing religion then
as to the social sciences now what the
nature is of the single man, and the
models of the "good man" offered by
heretic and patriarch alike are as astonish-
ing and foolish as the "economic mian" of
several decades ago or the iinteractive
operator of today.

Nevertheless today seems, at first.
glance, vrery different. Control of nature
has not been abandoned, rather is more
violently and successfully pursued than
ever in history. Indeed we seem almost at
another extrtme - allowing ethics and
politics to lapse or be subverted to a
progress manifest in consumer goods. But
this first glance is superficial. When we
penetrate the arts and sciences themselves
we find a strange picture. With the sole
exception of -. the physica -sciences,
including chemistry, ai -new style is
ascendant, appearing in - the arts as
non-subjectivism, in the sciences as a
mixture of positivism and operationalis~m.
The foreseen accident of the computer,
like the prophesied accident of Christ, has
engendered a new mode of thought.
Where Stoic and -Talmudic rationalism
shaped then fused with and finally
disappeared into the figure of Jesus, so
now technologic rationalism has construc-'

*ted and is being embodied by the
computer. Two mnetaphysical changes are
already spreading rapidly; first, the denial
of or indifference to generative law as
distinct from convenient algorithm, sec-
ond, the frank substitution of data for
phsenomenta, in engineering and . biology
and medicine, and. almost overwhelmingly 
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replaced "scriptulre tells us" but with no
more critical reflection on the one than
on the other. Scripture once told us
through the voice of authority that we
should not suffer witches to live, that
slaves are legitimately taken, that to be
poor is to be virtuous and, by this
dreadful twisting, was the instrument of
oppression through much of our history
in Europe and America. Science now says
that Vietnamese peasants do not have the
proper infrastructure to maintain a
progressive and democratic 'economy,
that blacks cannot reason as 'well as
whites and that to be selfish is to be sane.

Once formal religion held tem poral,
authority on a promise of heaven,
astonished the people with miracles long
past, and sold them futures in remitted
pain for -today's bread. It is replaced by
the new faith whose living, figures ascend
to the heavens, -whose miracles are
offered inl the immediate, and which gives
electric- bread-knuives as souvenirs. Most
wonderful of all it is not prayer but
reason that distributes this bounty. Man
was God all the time. But reason is no
mnore understandable this year than
prayer a thousand year's ago). Little Billy
may become a scientist as earlier he might
have turned- priest, and know the sacred
-texts, making of his experiments prayers.
The chromed apparatus is blessed by
distant authority, the water thrice-filtered
for purity, and he wears the white
antiseptic gown we all known from wT V
commercials. But the masses still move by
faith. And the cynical educators translate,
like St. Jerome, sacred words into the
administrator's language, hold press con-
ferences on the latest wonders, and
display in picture~xmagazines. Broadcast is
important not because it explains but
because daily life has been conditioned to
depend on a faith that can move
mountains.-

Like the religion it supplants, this new
one must have its messiah who cannot be
the divine substance itself, the proposi-
tions of science, nor yet the mortal
gadgets it creates. So now, conceived
without error, got almost wholly at cost,
delivered in a bedlamz over new stars in
the east, and amortized on C aesar's due,
comes the son of man, taking our labors
on his console. Neither human nor divine,
neither suffering nor transcending -here
he is, here at the telephone,, a fingertip
away - not on a low hill elsewhere and
long ago, but here to be touched,
questioned, heard, here to reveal that
disinterested justice lo, mortal man could
even attain. And he is promised to stay -

,Qf man has also-been comprornisedbyX
spirit of the age, the same Artaeisma
governs whatever science has no 0e21
theory. From the nature of psychold-
tests, from the results of brain -o
tion, from the discovery of ascentsA
the brain (e.g. -those for 16 Paid`
6'pleasure"), from the attempt to 4
the blind see by inserting a Ar
television set in the brazin, ftom et
ments on social interaction in 0-i
groups, ftom the studies of leard'S
children, in a word, from the w--
contemporary psychology and SA
brain sciences, the image of man i 
a determined mosaic of stimitlwsredPS
mechanisms, perhaps modified 06

gently, but still a clock-work thatcr
disassembled. Epistemology has bec°]
-dirty word. In this atmosPhelg
computerniks' rightly call the 
merely a meat machine. 

--Trom, this over-riding materialll
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nt ofman in science-is now atal...9
inist point of view, wherein mental
ation is ultimately described in terms
a cartesian mechanics, the social
ntist proceeds to handle groups of
n. The partitioning of work even tries
resemble what once happened in

ysics. It is left to the psychologist to
what are the eigen-characteristics of
t social particle, man, but the social
ntist writes the thermodynamics of
masses, defines social heat, social

er, social equilibrium, etc. In his
ere man is a bundle of properties that

be abstracted only from the aggre-
e. As temperature- has no mearing for

single particle, so do his group
amics have no counterpart in the

ividual. Older theories like the tripar-
e soul of Plato, invested by Freud, took
iety and the individual as mirrors of
h other, but such an idealist bias
pts the collection of data, and so is

spearing.
Here is our new priest-ling, despised by

theologian, the proper scientist, but
rd in the parishes to which high
ning never penetrates and it is from

in that the new church emanates rather
an from learned arguments. Already his
ceticism is wondrous - a mortification
f spirit in an air-conditioned desert

here once the flesh wasted on the hot.
nds of Libya. For he has denied himself
i those weaknesses that plague com-
0ner and professor alike, mercy, empa-
y, understanding and, most important
f all, that generative property of mind,
ste itself, to test his powers he will even
ke compassion to discourse, as once the
lesert fathers took whores to bed, in
rder to show his faith unmoved. In his
ands, through a ritual he need not
nderstand, by instruments he need not

our social scientists turned to politics, the
power behind- the drone. But also you
must read Professor Herrnstein's handling
of the genetic inferiority of the 'lower
classes, and Professor Jansen's discussion
of the genetic inferiority of the black
man, and the clever discovery of inherent
inability to read in the American Indian,
to realize the true power of endless
number in the paper output, the intermi-
nable paper output that serves our
Caesars. But do you think it is different
in the Soviet Union, or France) or any
other developed -country? Of course,
there are possibly some honest men in
the field, as once there were honest
monks, and they may even be in the
majority for all I know or can read of
what they issue, but I am not talking of
them, rather their church, not of their
beliefs, rather the public policies issued
under their collective imorimature. Yet,
in fairness to them, as to the natural
scientist, one nmust show the problems
they face.

. There are so damned many men, and
so many diverse aspects to them, that
sooner or later the social observer must
interpose between himself and his materi-
al a data-gathering- and data-arranging
device - a kind of shaped filter or
Procrustean bed to isolate features of
moment. Gathering his data by question-
naire rather than by discussions, so as to
exclude bias, counting noses and words
rather than taking meanings, so as to
define a set, converting people to symbols
and then draining the symbols of
reference, the social scientist is now, like
a mathematician, almost completely ab-
stract, and able to handle social relations
with divine disinterest.

But the immense ease with which the
data can be shuffled by machine has
seduced him. ModeT after model springs
to mind before the huge ink-blot of
correlation matrices. He must test them,
cautiously, carefully. Since he is studying
an interactive and sensitive system that is
willing, almost eager to accommodate
itself to any imposed constraints, that, in
fact, has been evolved like some transcen-
dental Geisha girl to be all things to all
customers, he can only enter into a folie a
deux, a mutual delusion, with the
society he studies.

Whatever he does to it will have
an effect, and the effect will always be
significant, must be significant, for his
model. It is a triumph, elsewhere in
science,-to find a technique that is useful
in confirming or denying what one
proposes. It would be a triumph to find a
social experiment without consequences
to the ideas of the experimenter. Not
even economics, that almost decent
discipline, is exempt.

What the epiphany of the computer
has done in the social sciences is to
remove any tendency to an aesthetic, to a
judgment by taste, as it has done for all
other sciences not yet possessed of a firm
central theory. It has substituted for
understanding a patchwork of rules of
thumb, often neither tested nor intelligi-
ble. On the superstition that reduction to
number is the same as abstraction, it
permits any arbitrary assemblage of data
to be mined 'for relations that can then be
named and reified in the same way as
Fritz Mauthner once imagined that myths
arise. Nor can the differences between
other science and this sort of science be
exposed from the outside - since the
programs, subroutines, software and hard-
-ware cannot be distinguished between a
problem in cosmology and the calculation
of probable incidence of sexual aberra-
tions in radical students.

I have gone into these matters to a
tedious extent in order to prepare you for
a glimpse of the saviour himself, as noble
in concept as any modern enterprise,
possibly the noblest of them all, but also
the most vicious in effect. This king, this
bright star in the diadem of our paper
universe is a project called Artificial
Intelligence. You have heard vague
rumours of his coming, and there will be
a point at which you will be told that he
came but you were looking elsewhere.

The venture is to change machine from
being sorcerer's apprentice to being itself
the sorcerer. Again, as always, there are
two aspects to the science. On the one
hand there is the serious attempt first, to

find what are the properties and limits of
computers as they are now or can be
shortly, and second, whether or not
human. perception and judgment have
rules that can be formalized and so
modelled on machines. These are com-
plex and beautiful questions. On the
other hand there is the public aspect that
promises new hope for automatic baby-
sitters, psychiatrists, and executives.
Within any single project, whether at MIT
or Stanford, Tokyo or Moscow, there are
at the same time those who are concerned
with theory and those who promise
performance to the eagerly waiting
government that waits on a new and
powerful tool. From the government's
point of view, I may add, it doesn't
matter one bit whether or not the device
can be used, for all that is required of it is
proclaimed existence, the public belief in
an inspired golem, for the government to
let it be known it s in use. Wiener
attributed too much integrity to our
leaders in his warning on this subject -
his book, God and Golem.

The aim ,of those who promise per-
formance can be given by a recently-
occurring anecdote. You may have read
that a Japanese consortium has convinced
its government to invest many millions of
dollars in an artificial intelligence. I
suppose also that you know of recent
Russian interest in the same topic. The
leader of a major American computer
project is trying to persuade the U.S.
government also to invest heavily. For,
this leader points out, the first machine
devised that can proceed by itself will be
given the task of designing a yet cleverer
machine, and so on, until the third or
fourth generation should be able to take
over the world, and which do we as
Americans want to have, their machine
taking us over, or our machine defending
us? I assume, by now, that most of you
understand our euphemisms.

This is the sort of language that Caesar
understands, and if anything characterizes
the administrative algebraist, it is an
extended low cunning. But you will note
the administrative aims and weigh them
against the search for pure knowledge on
the part of those few scientists left who
are interested in the computer as an
object of study. The same unscrupulous-
ness that has taken social science into
applied social engineering and poisoned
enduringly the field, is now used to
develop a complement to the social
engineer that makes the new church
invincible. For it is that church and not
the rulers it will appear to support, that
becomes our ruling class, but now with a
cap of invisiblity or impenetrability.

I,- in common with mrarny other
teachers, have already conceded defeat. It
is not apocalypse that we cry but a dull
death-watch that we hold. The spirit has
already become uniformly Antaeic, and
the vision is of a moribund world
plucking at the coverlet and babbling of
clear waters and green fields. Distant
trees, blue skies, lassitude and anger, my
hand and your body are truly, truly no
more than appropriately long sets in a
set-theoretically definable cosmos. It is
not, sadly, what a programmer would call
a neat universe, and the only frames of
reference in sight seem to be gallows.

Since I have c6me to fear the
administrative use of any experiment,
good or bad, in the social and behavioral
sciences, I spend my time with those jolly
friars that tend the computer. The world,
to them, is a system of propositions
about elements that have, through human
muddleheadedness, been improperly de-,
fined. When the definitions can be made
precise then the propositions can be
handled. One remembers Confucius and
the rectification of names. They have
finally found tie solution to the mind-
body problem - there is no mind. The
computernik leans over his drink in
debate - "Well then, define the mind. I
will not permit you to use undefined
words." Indeed, indeed. Why then let us
define a man. There he is, a featherless
biped with' wide toenails to distinguish

imrn from a plucked chicken. What in hell
does he mean by defining, this jolly
cleric? As if definition were applicable to
phenomena at all, to a stone, a mote, a
photon? But such is the gist of our
foolish debates on thinking machines.
And he has the advantage for he and I

both know that physiology and psycho-
logy are dead issues, that it is probably
easier to build a brain than analyse it. By
the time he is ready, man will be evolved
to act like his models.

One week he calls me up. There is a
program devised by Professor Weizen-
baum and it is an automatic non-directive
psychiatrist. I type in "I feel lousy" - it
types back, "Why do you feel lousy?" - I
type in "Because you are talking to me;"
- and it types back, "Does it bother you
that I am talking to you?" I type in
"Yes" - and it types back "I understand."
I?!!! Understand?!!! And does it also
intone mea culpa, mea maxima culpa to a
forgiving steam engine in some sacred
round-house? I know Weizenbaum very
well. I know he designed this program not
for therapy but to show how little
content there was in that therapeutic
discipline. So I say this, and the
computernik cries out "But you can tell
it from the real therapist? Operationally
is there a difference?" There really is
none. And this is the way it goes.
Ingenious solutions of technical prob-
lemrns, and heaps and heaps of clever
tricks, because to this new religion that is
what evolution is, a concatenation of
clever tricks.

Weizenbaum meant a parody. But to
the computerniks whatever utters 'I"
fulfills the Cartesian "cogito." In such
such hands our lives become trash.
"Love?" they say; "come back week after
next. We have a contract this week to
translate Sir John Suckling into Ice-
landic." But week after next a bug. has
showed up in the translating program.
There is a regular museum of bugs by
now - they are seeking a universal
bug-killer, for all that stands. between
them and the final conquest of cognition
are these few bugs.

Their attitude is infectious in spite of
the barren-ness of results. One wanders
around like a patient, after shock
treatment. The stars, so what; the war,.so
what; my friends are dying, so what; I
don't feel anything, so what. Precisely
here comes my revelation. For the world,
decomposed by the antipoetic act can
now be reassembled in a non-bio-
degradable way. Confronted by my own
failure of nerve, by the senseless and
brutal war in Viet Nam, the starving of
Pakistani people with American coopera-
tion, the daily tally of planned, annotated
and correlated disaster I feel as if almost
any universe were preferable, that the
metamorphosis of the vampire cannot
come soon enough.

And that is, I imagine, how it will
appear to others. Sooner or later the
promised delivery of a guaranteed thinker
to advise our elect representatives will be
replaced by the noise that he exists, the
rumour that he had just passed a street
away, the certainty that he now rules.

Here, then, is the new saviour. And do
not imagine that his retinue is different
from what it was for Another after His
rumour was inscribed. Attending the
chrome-plated tradition are some of the
sickest enthusiasts since Saint Simeon
Stylites, faceless, empty-eyed, cooper-
ating in their anonymity on programs
inscribed like palimsests on a poetry that
no one understands anymore anyway. To
them is the truth revealed, and in their
numbers as in the prayers of the African
fathers, all our liberties and lives, our sex
and our science will become as dust,
independent sense-data points.

Science says, and the poor will be
marked unto the nth generation. Science
says, and not a sparrow falls but the
machine slaps it down and takes the
identification number. Culture will be
preserved in this apostolic empire, and
will be displayed weekends on the walls
of an IBM museum. Cultural imperialism?
Nonsense. Our devices will bear the stamp
of the Country ordering them. Men will
not be much changed in general. They
will- have achieved identify through
indiscernability as was foretold. Yet, as in
Chicago, they will dance Ukrainian
dances at least once a week to remind
them of their heritage. Our sales represen-
tatives, trained in your tribal taboos, will
call on you shortly. You have no choice
but to buy. For this is the new
rationalism, the new messiah, the new
church, and the new dark ages come upon
us.
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[now, a miracle occurs that transubstanti-
tes flesh to number. So are the Viet Nam
leasants pacified by the six-fold connrec-
ed society, plants shorn of their verdure

hen the threshold of hunger is calcula-
d. How many men can we lose, by

? tent opinion in the middle west? How
nany can they lose before the structure
if their country submits to our will that
,~given precisely by models that even
enerals can g rasp? An internally, how is
pssent distributed, what connects and
S Cconnects poitical action, how is credit
!n'tlbuted a mon g the poor? 'How is
tefligence related to class, how is class
hlated to education, how is education

lated to profession, how is the hier-
chy structured? What are the frames of

e rence from which the expendable
es hang a s if on crosses? I do not need

ggive you specifics. You h ave. read the
r; Spapets, the Pentagon papers. Noam
!hSmky's dissection of the arrogance in

i�Xzt�"Q

C,

I \
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Li:n the r~at:'m' gaame-
politicalrelevance.: - -«e MPAA to rate- Tropic of

Many R films' contain. no Cancer at-al! claiminififfat an 'X
more (and sometimes less) nud;'. 'r a'ting- was-.a form of"de facto
ty than the abOve' mentioned censorship iamed at financially
GP's, but- their content is politi- hurting 'a- fMd so rated..(He lost
calMy loaded. 'Getting $raight, --in court.) In Boston last-spring,
for example,,has one.quick nude Strick told me that 50%o of a
.bedroom scene equivalent to the radio stations -and newspapers
one in Wedding Night or Romeo refuse to advertise X-rated fums,
and Juliet; but Getting Straight and except in a fe~w rare cases,
is sympathetic to youthful radi-- an X rating-is .likely to spell
cals, and is rated R. M.A*S*H boxbffice disaster for a serious
'has'only a bit of comic nudity, ' film. .
but 'the film is.wildly irreverent-, I can' tink of one--possible
and iconoclastic. -M*A S*H "'is . exception to the. ratitg- paterns- ,
also rated. R. 'but maybe-this is' the proverbial

There"are even subtler exam- exception that proves- the rule.
ples. The''End of the Road con- Zabfskie Point was 'rated: R;
tained only theI briefest 'glimps . strictly on the basis of the sexual
of' genital nudity.. in-.a non- content, it should have. been- an
sexual sitation (swimming), but X, 'because' of "the inclusion of
was rated X. The glimpse was so copulation-in Antoinioni's'desert
fleeting, that my wife misted-.it- _vision of love among youthful
entirely. 'hMe End .of the. Road, d~pouts.' "However,' Zabriskie
however, filmed American flags. Point. received an extraordinary
in severi 'unpatriotic, contexts:.- degree of - advance publicity,
(draped around a 'neck,-m d' partly-;because ofathe poitically
laundry, etc.), and the fim-: radical-content of the f-m;' but
hinted that'the politic-psych- ore. so because of Anton0oni's
Iosgic-, .:,moraiss of -dthe Un id-iniernationai stature .*as one of
States .wass responsible. f r'i" the lie' finest. artists of oUF times. In
mental illness of-the prot gonisL .- short, it--looks to' 'me" as 'if the
Carry It, Ohi~cont tais absolutely MPAA 'didn't' dare, rate Zabriskie
nothing resembling-sex a nudi; -Point- x because of the furor
ty, Yet.it is rated GP instead-of- that:_ 'may well have followed.
G-.. Why?. BecaUse Joan Baez is a- PeoPle 'would; have accused the
leftist, and .she talks about"'rear' MPAA'. of play'rag politics with
olution' in -the film. - the. ratings - yet by most crite-

In contrast, The Cheyen-ne ria, -Zabriskie Poirt should-have
Social ClUb, although .avoiding earned an X all the'same.
nudity, has a plot' w':lhyr,.of a '. "What -does it ali add up to?
stag film. When.'a Texas Cow-. 'Not Only is-the rat'ig system as
hand arriveslto take overi a busi- "practiced sometimes' a hoax; it
nies. -in Wyoming' that.-' he" :has can also, be a Weaponi' certain
inherited,"' to his surprise, -he'' instances,- as any kind of regula-
.finds' that' it is'a- .brothel., ~he. tion ultimately' is, self-imposed
joke is milkedfor all it's worth, or'not. For the- most part, the
"including several unmistakable -ratings- seem" to be.-'geared.' at
sedUction scenes. This,,,film 'is sreening..prospective 'audiences

'algo rated GP.- After -a, tlie .. according to their political bias.
"cowhaid's .-first ·reaction' -is' to R- .is, for ibera, GP is for 'onser-
close. the Place' down,-:and'!. 'the vatlYe.. 'Shme., -as-most- would
girls are- just as '.iweet as--~ you :":agrae,;liberals: tend -to. b.e more
culd' ask/for:.-Tlhe::film:.appeil-::; permissive; :with. regard to free-
to prurient interest, presenis'-'a' . dm of-expression; it is no.won-
distortedly-glamnrous view of:.:det tat :nudity' and sexuality
prostitution,. and '.resorts to 'kill-- -will:usually.fa!liiitc:'thel ib era -R

-ing and _bloodshed .at the :.end."- .ateg.ry,' while', -restraint ..and
Yet- it receives the. same' ciassifi "m'o.es willfall'ito fieconer-

cation 'as a sexless documentary gafiVe GP:ctory. But there are
on a' peaceful,' politically- efti-::,:enough excepaons./ Lies&rules
leaning -peformer'(Ca0ry It. On: : .. tonrenderthem'-hi!y- dubious in
'.'Catck-22 contains.:one ,shot, decidingwhet'er:any g iven flm

.of a nude woman ini anan-sexn xual:sually ob:jetinal
context. It is rated "R.,:-There is E'::materil.in. the abseence-.of ad-
comparable nudity in sevea.GP. -d-tt n. : 'political infor'mation

fims,' but the GP' films'"don .t: about-ithe-film. At the extremes
defend desertion or declare war: of the raving systeim,differences
to be inganity,.,as Catch:-2 does*.>:` between--:G's and GP's, ,or be-

.Although X rated, 'OSeph- ween Rss .nd.-X's, "are- as o
Strick's Tropic of -Cancer, and -sinsifive'.t0 the political bias of
Pier' Paolo' Pasoliii's., Teorem, the work-- - .. ' -
both contain equal. or iess-nudi : -Although at-ist clea!y' more

that -many R s,~ and even3a. iew:- palatable than most systems, let
- :GP's. For e xample, Women' -u s c: sider -for' the mbment the
'rainedo expitmalegnital fo.-."ens, sp' some~e-:ochbin Love was'rated R,-:and con-. raigs-asa sophisticated- form of

'tamned explicit mle'genital foot- censofship. Someo-ne-. once ob-
age. The Magic Garden- of Stan- served-that each society tends to
ley Sweetheart,. rated./ R,-Can--. : c ensor-Why it-fears'mnst. Thus,
tained i extensive female n dity' the SoViet Union -censors politi-
and explicit sexual orgies- how- cal -(as Well 'as. sexual) content.
ever,, the 'film came down very Sweden.. censors onlyr- violence,
hard on drugs, which is' probably- but- not sexual or political' con-
what sarved 'it from being an X.- tent. enmark' Censors nothing.

Why. are Strick's and Pas01i- The unied states, traditionally,
ni's f'lms rated x? si~ these cases,'. has censored only sexuality; in a
I would guess that it has to'do funnAIa'-sense-,. this still applies.
with the personal politics-of the But ithe.- "tact, that the MPAA
directors., rather thaan the coo. rating system-often reflects gen-
tent of.ftfeir f lms: Pasolinsi i. eral -'politicfl .. W6laaiion is a
avowed communist. strick ;- hew: devel0pmento on'the-Ameri-
loudly anti-war,-.and he-weni' to :c ::"cene.:The politicl-nature
:courtto challenge the..tight of 2)-"t oninedon.p'ge-12i

By Emanuel Golman
So, -the weekend has finally

come around, and 'you think,
why not take in' a movie? You've
read your Vincent Canby, Rich-
ard Schickel, or your Joe Mor-
genstern, and you fiure 'you
pretty much know what's good
and what isn't. But-there may be
one more piece of data you'd
like to be sure about. Would it
be appropriate for your teenage
daughter?. Maybe your spouse's
stomach isn't too strong, or
maybe he or she has a refined
sense of taste? Or, maybe you're
in the mood for some hard-
nosed, no holds' barred adult
enertainment? So, -you look at
the ratings and see either a G
(genera] admission), GP (paren-
tal guidance suggested), R (un-
der 17- with adit guardian
only), or X (under 17 not admit-
ted). Thal should answer the
question, shouldn't it?

Wrong. After two years of
reviewing idms, I have come'to
the realization that the ram'tg a
film receives may .have .as much
to do with the politcal content
of the film as with the degree of
sexually "objectional" material.
Sure, there is a correlation to.
nudity and sexuality 'm the rat-
ings, but even thi is linked more
to politics than morality. I don't
believe it-is delhberate on' the
part of the Motion Picture Asso-
c/ation of America (MPAA).
Rather, - suspect that their rat-
ing criteria are subconsciously.
influenced by the political pre;
occupations of the country.

On -what basis do I make,
these allegations? Consider the
following examples: The Land-
lord and Pieces of .Drean are
both rnted R. They containno
nudity; however, they lean to
the left,&politically. The Land-'
lord is sympathetic to- iieri-
racial romance, and Pieces of
Dreams is sympathetic to a
priest who .challenges the re-
qiremerit of celibacy.

On the other hand, thefol-
lowing films conyah varying de-
grees of 'nudity, and are- rated
GP: A ManCalled-Horse, Rider
on, the Rain, and Wedding Night,
Although .done" with consider-
able - imesse, -the violent rape
scene in.Rider-on the -Rain is as
potentially '- 0bjectioual to .' the'
sanctimonious as anythingl have
seen in X rated fims. However,
the hero of Rider is a U.S. army
colonel, and the flm- doesn't
even remotely broach anything
political. A -Man Galled Horse
shows female nudity, extensive
male nudity from the rear and
even genital glimpses, but is apo-

litical. Weddhig Night opens
With a- nude bedroom scene.
Thereafter,.the film 'follows the
nuptial .arguments of a pair of
newlyweds; 'the heroine is too
frigid to consummate the mar-
riage. That's rated GP; after all,
the bride remains a devout Cath-
olic, from beginning to end.

Me, Natalie and The Prime of
Miss -Jean Brodie both contain
female nudity, -and were rated- M
(the orginal MPAA' designation
equivalent to the current GP).-

Me, Nataie. is apolitical, and
Miss Brodie, though -- touching
upon the rise of fascism in the
1930's 'ilargely a period piece
of little ostenmsble contemporary

pps-A

By Jay Polack
Sea Train originally formed

from the remains of the Blues
Project after Al Kooper and
Steve Katz left. There was little
personnel change, between Plan-
ned Obsolescence, by the Blues
Project and the .first, bad Sea
Train album on A&M in 1968

(which even the group itself
didn't like).

They didn't put out another
record for two years until just
about a year ago. They were
beefed up by Peter Rowan of
Earth Opera and George Maetin,
former -producer of some other
famous group. The first impres-
sion on listening to either Sea
Train or Marblehead Messenger

(both on Capitol) is that they.
are very professional and slick.
And there is no doubt that they
are. However, this tendency is

.counterbalanced by the presence
of Richard Greene, fiddler extra-
ordinaire.

The band provides a tight,
enough backup, but on the first
album everyone except Greene
seemed to be afraid of coming
forward to take the lead, Thus, a
lot of the time it seemed as if
Greene had to carry the whole

group, which he certainly could
do well enough. But even though
the group had plenty of bounce

and plenty of fiddle, you knew

they could do better. It was
certainly a respectable effort but
you had the feeling that there
was a tremendous record in this
band somewhere. "Marblehead'
Messenger is not that record but
it is good enough 'to keep the-

feeling alive.
· On Marblehead Mexmenger,

there is less Greene 'and more of
the others and it still sounds just,
as perky as before. Jim Robets
has gotten rid -of his artistic
excesses as the lyricist which
marred the first album slightly.
Rowan and Lloyd Baskin are
contributing 'more as songwriters,
and instrumentalists. And when
Greene lets loose on the violin,
he is just as good as he ever was,

The song are a little more
down to earth on this-album.
JimRoberts has stopped trying,
to be the master poet and has,
gotten rid of some of the fancy
language; it keeps the songs from
sounding too flowery and gen-
teel.

They are reputed to be even
better live (where everyone can
let go, supposedly), so maybe a
live album could be released.-
Still, on record, Sea Train have
plenty of steam left Marblehead
Messenger is enough to make us
keep waiting -for the next record
for them' to, realize their
potential. -
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PCONTRACEPTIVES'z 
pr vately?

We believe your private life should be your own. And when it
comes to buying contraceptives, the hassle in a crowded drug-
store isn't exactly private. So we've made it possible for you to

get nonprescription contraceptives through-the mail.
We specialize in men's contraceptives and we offer two of the moat
exciting ones available anywhere--Fetherlite and NuForm condoms.
They're better than anything you can get in a drugstore. Imported
from Britain, they're lighter, thinner, more exciting to use; and
precision manufacturing and testing techniques make them as re-
liable as any condom anywhere. Made by LRI, world's largest manu-

facturer of men's contraceptives, Fetherlite (the best) and 2quForn
not only conform to exacting USFDA specifications, but are made

tD British Government Standard 3704 as well. We think. you'll like
themn.- -

Our illustrated brochure tells you all about Fetherlite and
NuForm. And about seven other American brands which we have

caefully selected from'the -more than one hundred kinds available
today. And we explain the differences.

We- also have nonprescription foam for women and a wide
variety of books and pamphlets on.birth control. sex, population,

and ecology.
Want more. information?, It's free. Just send us your name and

address. Better still. for one dollar we'.ll send you all -the Wx£orn
tion plus two Fetherlite samples and one NuForm. For four dollars
you'll get the brocehLre plus three each of five different condom
oranas (including both Imports). All correspondence and merchan-

dise is shipped in a plain cover to protect your Privacy, and we
guarantee your money back if you're not satisfied with our product..
why wait?

POPULATION PLANNING ASSOC. U
Box 25S6-U. Chapel Hill, N. C. 27514 117
Gentlemen: Please send me: _ Your free brochure and price

list at no obligation, Three samples for- $1. . Deluxe

sampler package for $4.

Name

Address

City-_- . . State- zip
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- eie he tMovie church-
.. t- ~At ot Anfe~s- -after game is vuer."

;'festtFA lun' 'd.; prec.i.. a,.: of the
tor ordering,-.;ats.i about, ' 'politia:nneotion'is'ihtimated

- oshopting -the. ~fib: with acstraw -*byr the presece and behavior of
Camera" - aihd fiv 6bi..-- 'A_. -thle ·n-eh, ,Amencans,, by the

-i.:waunded gri'`p% wan ening search -for-a gold mine by Kansas
:f ariund; Cut to tl,4i-old west-and -''ai a·n':fian nend', and by the pur-
,,an _Americancrejia{(Work wit h chase and .use of local people
i-rea!'camerasdffi.. - --(*e prostitutes being · the mest
-'.' -With a little..'6effort, all., ie obvious 'example) and resources

<pieces of i Dennis; iH'0pper~s 'the"' by Americans. Kansas (the name
Last ·Movie. by gito:'fal fikt ,itself . becomes- a geopolitical

. place. Theend ofe'film¢0comes -metaphor) admires the country-
'. ,rst; so- everyt '6.hat followS side at one' point and articulates

is .to be construed--as 'flashback. '-a- fantasy of setting up'a hotel,
- .':'ixice the .'stotline·: airly f -and, perhaps a ski-slope.

:kfficult' to 'f0w1r., ia brief-des- . aia too has caught a materal-
.cription is in,_l'o er. "Kansas,';- istic attitude, asking at different
the plrotag. t,, -has· been times for a G.E. refrigerator, or a
working on an:Ame'ficafwestem' fur coat,- and suggesting that

'.shot on location.'mSoutn -Ameri- Kansas build a swimming pool
,ca. -We .see a le~t;gu nfit; -despite -the proximity of a fresh
then we geet to 'sqe' liow thecrew. mountain spring. Kansas' dying
staged it. Kans''a who likes the thoughts are on his gold-mine
area, stays,behin/i after the ram -expedition; his last confession,
is over, with a'beautiful -prosti; ' to ,the'priest, consists of one
tote, Maria..·Meanwhile, the bi- word: "movies."
zarre 'director"- mentioned ' Imperialism is the issae, and I
-above .is· busyT.:, 6rk'g,- on: his:- Suppose- One need not/nsist On a
"movie" Iwith the, l1cal,'popula - · strict 'economic-political -inter-

After tion; When a pnest .asks--Kansas -pretation; just the movie-making
matic to interveene, du' to:the violence ' process in itself is a sort of
'ically in the -mock-directOr's scenario, mental-psychological imperial-
ts, he Kansas attempts' to' show. them ism. In a. general sense, this is
of the' how to fake sce'nes. The director what Hopper is assaulting, on
settle rejects his advie, in'sisting that both. allegorical -and representa-
d flip . everything must, be real "in his tional -levels, by opposing a
tie of "movie." Eventually, after a mock-movie which is real, to a
f Bea- run-in with some rich Ameri- 'real movie which is mock.
Help cans, a search for a gold-mine, A- discussion of the film
"If I etc., Kansas' is-drafted- into the would be incomplet e without
latter mock "miovie" and made to play reference to the abundant Chris-
ig by a criminal-w.ho is killed in'a sort tian symbolism. Kansas is set up
larles, of ritual expurgation - and as a -Chrst figure (the name
e Her remember, no fgking'tAlowed. again resonates in this context,
thers' So what has Hopper (Easy with a sound similar to "Jesus"
gston Rider) got up, his: directorial and a geographic reference as in
utiful sleeve this time? To me, the Nazareth). His prostitute is

and most coherent interpretation of called Maria (as in 'Magdalene')
:ained the fm is as a political allegory and -he is killed on a "movie" set
do a of third world liberation. The which boasts a ¢!urch sign in-
Much concept of "movies" becomes a eluding the name "Judas." There
srsion metaphor for freedom (democra- are many other references, but
good cy?) as propagandized by the do'they have a function? Here
n, he U.S. ("Movies,,' a medium, of too, I feel the pull of allegory-
some mass communication, is an apt for as a Christ figure, Kansas

was choice.) But the' action in our atones for all our sins, taking
jr en- movies is fake, while he Latin upon himself the full brunt of

director's action is real. The dir- third- world- vengeance, and the
vrdon ector himself was an extra on symbolic responsibility for the
with the American crew's set, before imperialism of his countrymen.

Laving starting his own, revolutionary As a Christ, he retains mortal
feel a "movie." The priest, at first aspects, including martyrdom,
gainst strongly resistant to the revolu- but he is not treated as divine -
. It's tionn.(he says "movies bring vie- deliberately so, for to have
)n be lence, and I don't like it"). treated him in that way - to
;aders findly comes round and takes have suggested resurrection, for
lyri- active part in the fiesta. His final example - would have under-

r gen- comment: "I just wanted to mined the allegory by vindicat-
-other show them that the same morah- ing him, making the interpreta-

ty that exists in the real church tion inconsistentif not untenable.

. w. *SI , ee t

'Iazy $u~in-i':C.aied me a
-'She'd heara.76}'ole the s':., I , ,_L,,i vinst '|'Imyel)"Jlida bANit

from in "My I
Livingston .Taylor is go

have to keep: lying m ore
i~just a bit", to hde the fa*
:'he ism'ste'aling ' !the show
brother James' and beci
..THE member of the Taylo
fly. With the forthcoming 
'of his second ,ibum, Li:
reputation his/'Irst fine 
-garnerad, a couple of exc
concerts at Jordan Hall
'James Taylor's' disappc
outing, Mudslide Slim, yc

Ely is taking over the lead
the Taylors. ·

Saturday night, Livir
Taylor came back to his fa

Boston auditorium, Jordar
-Ad a good choice it was,
'intimate atmosphere sui
music perfectly. The hall
btlar, and being only 20

deep, even seatsin the bal
regood. An artist anti

modern-gothic cathe dral
architecture and warm wL
ga~ge can develop a bea
npport with" the audience
utday night was jurst such

To wara up' the aud
Reeve Little'an'd his trou
Cambridge-Rstorn based
UP musicians (including

Ln ison.___, a very fine loca

,, r'r ,-Il - Oil... -_ ~ ~', . _ , .

-Baile/y:':Li~vingston
- ',tarnst) treated everyone to an songs- that he

up excellent set. Little -is a com- bringing thecrom
Mhow p6ent guitarist- songwriter;: on peak, with-ever]
-' ,,- h'mdown, and the accompaniment on the edge of
of'": - of 'bass and (in varying combin- played his fam.ou
raylor, 'ations) flte, harmonica, and Coke commercia
Reply" second guitar produced a goid back with some
zing to balance. - the tab on a. f
e than - After a short intermiss/on, Coke). He did a
ct that Livingston Taylor came "on, ties' songs ('"Wit
, from backed by a stand-up bass and, From My Frier
:oming on -a few numbers, piano.He ran Needed Someor
3r fam- through most of his first album, especially effecti
release doing songs like "Doctor Man" one- of his idol
iv, the and "Six Days on the Road', .entitled "HaUelu
record -then introduced much of., th/e So", and the E
cellent new material from Liv. The classic "Drean
1, and musicianship was as good as ended his set w
vAnting usual; the song-writing shows version of "Carc
ounger someone who's been living and exited to much v
among through a lot, a man who has applause. He ret

matured considerably from hs Chuck Berry tm
ngston first record. Funky Business,'
avorite Interspersing many of, his of "Dixie," to s
nr Hall. numbers with little monologues, side of the Sou
, asthe he seemed to be enjoying the left the stage and
its his concert as much as the audience. of the audience
is cir- At one point, he got into a-long called back to y
I rows rap about the seasons turning at core- _"Thank Y
alcony this time of year, talking about Livingston Ta]
id the the leaves changing colors: and Hall early Sunda
llesque falling and frost on the pumpkin a following all I
rooded and on and on with all the old made a group o
autiful cliches. He also commented, that little better and
e. Sat- it was the time of year whe6 The the chilly Octob
a case. Wizard of Oz is shown on' tele- apparent that h
fience, vision, and then -went into recognized as on
ape of "Somewhere Over the Rain- of the "new" so
back- bow." cally "romantic"
Peter Some of the 'suTprises of the -- tie, yet withoutX

al gui- evening came in other people's James' anemia.
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CHINA CINEMA
Featuring Chinese Films (With Engliih Subtitles)
Mon- Fri

2:30, _:30, 6:30, 8:30, 10:30
Sat.

12:30, 2:30, 4:30, 6:30, 8: 30, 10:30
Surn. 
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Selected Irregulars
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For diagnosis precedes cure, and
we cannot begin to -help our--
selves until we..become sensitive-
ly conscious- of.the problem."
Toffler's -lengthy tome, -pub-
lished by Random House in July
of 1970, did that, clearing the
way for Schon .

Schon spends 22 pages doing
what Toffler does in 487, 'and he
left me as convinced as Toffler
did. It doesn't really take that
much proof to establish the fact
liat there are very few stable

points upon which to hang a life
or an identity -in the 20th
century.
' Schons point of departure is

his suggestion of ideas on what
to do in order to increase the
likelihood of survival in this new
social condition.

The diffusion of ideas, it
appears, has changed its process
in recent.years, and this change
is indicative of the less of the
stable state, The center-
periphery method,- in which
central establishes an idea, and
then trains controlled peripheral
agents to diffuse it, is based on
assumptions Of social stability
which no longer correspond to
reality.

Thus, organizations which re.
semble this model are going to
have to change basic structure,
or: accept total irrelevancy.
Taking the specific example of
establishment and promulgation
of' public policy in the U.S.
federal government, Schon
points out in lurid details its
slide into ineffectuality..

Then,- in a fit of uniqueness,
Schon proposes some seemingly
workable solutions for the prob-
lems. - Scientism, and the
rational-experiment model of
-problem solving, at least in areas
of public' concern, must be
discarded. Past experience, theo-
ries and laws are never complete-
ly applicable to the here and
now, as the rational-experiment
model states. The only workable
models use past experience
merely as a projective model
which can suggest ideas about
the present. The fo~x.-ilation
and adaptation of polio0 must
be by either systems analysis or
''existential" knowledge
(author's definition of existen-
tial), both of which are the only
known systems of knowledge
which concede as a basic point
that there is more change and
more information involved than
can possibly be coped with in
the process of making a decision.

If the problems of future
shock upset you, then Beyond
the Stable -State offers hope
insofar as it proposes a plan for
coping- with and surviving the
new wave of impermanence.

Available at the Tech Coop.

By Paul Schindler
Beyond the Stable State,'Donald
A. Schon (Random House,
$7.95)

In a vein made very familiar
by -Alvin Toffler .in Future
Shock, Schon begins by describ-
ing the "loss of the stable
state" in human- affairs. But
there are major differences be-
tween the two books. As Toffler
put it (on. p. 487, ihe last page
of the text): "... the basic
thrust of this book is diagnosis.

(Continued from page ]O)
of the rating system is a symp
tom of thie fact that American
society is beginning to fear polit-
ical expression in the-arts and
elsewhere. These ratings are a
first warning signal. I don't be-
lieve the public would accept
political classification of . the

.arts, if it were generally known.
kn any case, the ratings should
be identified for what they are,
so that the public can- decide
whether it wants such a system.

My guess is that people want
the ratings to do what we'all
thought they were supposed to
do in the first place, and nothing
more. In order for a rating sys-
tem to work, there is crucial
necessity for explicit, well-
defined guidelines as to what-
content merits what rating. No
ambiguities or arbitrariness can
be accepted_ in this matter. If
non-genital nidity means GP,
stick to it. If genitals mean R,

stick to that.' If copulation
means X, stick to. that. If ob-
scenity is a factor, let there be
explicit guidelines here, as well.

. Let me emphatically state
that I personally believe the-rat-
ing system has the potential to
be of great value to the public, if
it is practiced properly. In its
conception, the system has the

:virtue of incorporating the civil
libertarian notion that "consent-
ing adults" can be exposed to
sexually controversial material,
whereas adults who reject such
material can easily avoid it. If a
film is rated X, the viewer ought
to know what he's in for. But
only if explicit guidelines are
articulated and strictly observed,
can the public be effectively'
served by these ratings. If, as I
do not believe to be the case,
·political implications are indeed
consciously considered by the
MPAA, let them so state and
place it-before the public.

The world renowned troupe have performed exclusively
for the Royal Palace in Phnom Penh for fourteen
centuries.

lar-|gshrt fsSer lul"-aOaBl"am "*mblr O A dhw 11:00P.M.
India's famous musical family, masters of the Dhrupd, a
style of raga singing.
tsmel ',W 11~ 8 P.M.. mewems( 3:Da0 P.M.
Po.ea for Dlane Companies $3 50. $5.O Pr:ce for :iaKar Brothers S3.0W
ifes Price (5 acti $1S 00 All Seats Resewed
SPnc:l s 0es for gros of 20 of more Group Re(ervaltons: 42)-6741

Tickets: Out-f-l own Ticket Agency & box office,
AquariusTheatre, 4!3 Washington St. 482-0650.
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some call it a Bargain Center
some call it a Survivor Shop
some call it an Army-Navy Shop

1:00, 2:45, 4;30, 6:30, 8:30, 10:30
?XCLUSIVE SHAW BROTHERS PRODUCTION.
STARTIfNGSTARTING -MISSION IMPOSSIBLETObDAY::

NEWPICTURE EVERY FRIDAY'!.
Telephone: 423-7415 84 BeachStreet CHINATOWNSPECIALS

men's jeans ...
Sanforized,

~9 ~cotton, waist.
sizes 29-36

C.P.O. SHIRTS
_Wool plaids.OW 99 Pile lined,10 .9 S-M-L-X L

MEN'S BRIEFS
2 for 1.00 Cotton irregs,

30-38 

Nylon with
Orlon pile
lining, fur
trim hood.
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The-season's ',:
warmest, most
popular outdoor
parka. Navy blue
or sage green. .
S-M-L-X L.

Hard-to-Find
Button-Down Oxford

Long sleeve classics in
permaneht-press blends.
White, yellow, blue, green,
and tattersall checks.
Sizes 14' to 17. Save
more by buying three.

Rejects - Usual

ARMY T-SH
6 for

33o ,
100%'cotton i.4
-in white

or khaki.
s-m--L-X L.

Heavy Duty Solid & Plaid

C.P.O. SHIRTS-

' -* 599
Assorted plaids,
nylon/wool with
front pockets. ·
S-M-L--XL.
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First Aid for Future Shock
~clc~lr~ /l I.ASI11

mlalsm g"al:!le Delempa .
Ritual dances colorfully combining tritbal traditions,
Arabic influence and modern hopeof Senegal.

Rltilll t lialS 11 lhrsla
7(EI,7IM}

A powerful all male troupe dating back- to the third
century B. C.

ll'l BDu ll compaq of MgrIcEc
A dance panorama of western Sahara desert folk lore.

CINl lrllier'llll Cbllla
JagddO ' ?011

Rati-ngs 69-'70

FLIGHT PARKAS

ONE OF -TE- GREAT FILBS OF OUR lIME!
A TRUE GIANT UNFORGETTABLE THE ACTING iS'EXTRAORDINIRY

,Al3C-TV -CATHOLIC FILM NisE"LErTER -N.Y. DAILY NEWS

BOMBER JACKETS
24.95, ·

Dalton Trumbo's .-

Johnny Got 7-s Gun
a. BRUCE c T o. From the book tat s o a min copies
JERYW GRSSPESENT A OIN EMT N ITRIES RELEASE .0,4 5

2:1 0 _ 6,, 4-:05
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they would find difficult with
the script before them and a
week's free time. This sort of
attention is better devoted to
works that are. mneant to be read
- Kafka's novels, on much the
same topic, make much more
profitable and enjoyable analy-
sis.

The play, howiver, is for per-
formance in a theater, and it
ought to keep the audience suffi-
cienfly engrossed that no one
stops to think what it is about.
Any ulterior significance of
words or situations must be con-
veyed through characterization
of the roles and staging. This is
the challenge of any play, but
here the task is complicated by
an unnatural -situation and un-
familiar characters. It is often
necessary to overplay the parts,
giving the characters a wealth of
distinctive mannerisms to make
them real; an elaborate produc-
tion often helps. (one full length
play along similar lines is de
Ghelderode's Pantagleize, which
employed the entire breadth and
depth of a Broadway stage in a
successful production four years
ago.)

One cannot fairly demand so
much of director Jeffrey Meld-
man, who had only a cramped
stage and nine days to work
with. Still, only Leslie Haws as
Micela gave her role the energy it'
required, pacing madly about
the stage like a hairbrained stew-
ardess in- a falling plane explain-
ing carefully. to a passenger his
chances of survival. By compari-
son, the other actors seemed to
just stand and talk.

B

By Robert Fourer
only halfway through the fall

term, Dramashop has already
presented us with two of its
nine-day wonders-and there's a
third yet to come.

The second of these pairs of
one-acts, presented in Kresge
Little Theatre last weekend, fol-
lowed the programming of the
rost: to start off, a moderately

abtruse playlet, positing an ex-
ceptional situation and proceed-
ing only half-heartedly along the
lines of conventional narrative
drama; to close the evening, a
realistic mini-drama in 'a recog-
nizable setting.

Arrabal's The Labjrinth, the
starter this time around, takes
place at a clearing in an immense
labyrinth of East Campus gray
blankets "arranged for the occa-
sion by Bruce Schwartz). The
labyrinth's occupants, it devel-
ops, are mostly prisoners left to
wander through its blankets for-
ever with scarcely a chance of
finding their way out-; their op-
pressors are the owner of the,
blankets, his scatterbrained
daughter, and a strange system
of courts which'travels through
the maze.

It takes no great insight to see
that The Labyrinth was meant as
a parable of a sort of bureaucra-
tic justice; the audience caught
on to the fact pretty fast. Unfor-
tunately, the play left more than
a few people in frustrated confu-'
sion, wondering what all the
strange and varied goings-on
were supposed to mean. It seems
this sort of problem always ac-
companies this sort of play -
the audience feels impelled to
perform a textualaanalysis that

classified
aovertising

DEMNST RATORS NEEDED.
Young company ;needs persons to
demonstrate manual data retrieval
s stems at scientific exhibit Novem-
ber 3, 4, 5. Good pay. Call 262-0400.

NASSAU-CHRISTMAS. From $109.
lelux beach-front hotel. 12/23-29,

[12/27-1/3. Open only to MIT Welles-
[ly. Call Uni-Travel Corp. 599-0287.

20¢-50% OFF ON ALL STEREO
EQUIPMENT, stereo components,
Ompacts, and TV's. All new in
lfatory sealed cartons. 100% guaran-
teed. All major brands available. Call
Nke anytime, 491-7793.

6 VW BUS. FOR SALE. Good
ldition, radio. $800 or best offer.

lerry P. 261-1759 or x3788.
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There followed Chekov's The
Brute, directed -by Cynthia
duPont, which poses less of a
challenge but- comes off better.
Paradoxically, this one-act farce
requires a'style not unlike that
demanded by Arabel-fast pac-
ing and energetic characteriza-
tion. In this case, however, its
purpose is to keep the absurdity
of the' situation from becoming
too evident, for the characters
and situation are commonplace
almost to the point of banality.

Laura Ingersoll, as a flirta-
tious widow in mourning, and
James Czajka, her creditor- and
unwitting suitor, played their
parts splendidly, working their
final confrontation up to a fren-
zy that never let down. Credit
also belongs to Andy Piecka, as a
crotchety old footman who
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can't understand his 
constant bewailing of 
unfaithful husband.

The third evening of
will be Friday and
nights, November 19 ;
Tryouts will be Monday 
November 8, at 7:30

mistress
her late

one-acts
Sunday

and 21
evening

pm inf
Kresge Little Theatre (anyone
interested who cannot attend
should call Prof. Everingham at
x 2908).

MGiM -PRfl.N I N-

November 4 10:0O- 8:00
va

Semester

theatre:

Dr-mashop's 9 -day wonder

A professional,
ABORTION
that is safe,

legal &
inex-pensve

can be set up on an
' outpatient basis by calling

The Problem Pregnancy
Referral Service
(215) 722-5360
24 hours - 7 days

for professional, confidential,

and caring help.

AT g'ZOO 330 5:00
6;30 ;00e 9:35Qomf gl9 KE. MOu-

vAGim 1 ;a 6-7067

'O. 0

50% to 90% Off on All Titles 0

shelfworn, slightly damaged, overstock copies

November 3 12:00- 9:00

k~iL~hsE/Jc~s~ .~pcki~0

'The most
_eaningful B�B41B�i�g�

November 5 10:0D - 4:001 

Sala de Puerto Rico

Stratton Student Center 

(across from the main entrance to MIT

You'1l ever spend..
could be-the one on
W.orld Cam pus Afloat

iling Feb. 1972 t o Africa and the Orient

irtugh a transfer forma t, more th an- 5 ,t00
Students from 450 campuses have particilpated
Ara semester in this' unique programn in inter-
ational education. 
I WCA will broaden your horizons, literally and
[figuratively ... and give you- a better chance to

[ ke it-meaningfully-in this changing world.
lu'1i study at sea with an experienced cos-

[Mpoitin faculty, and then during port stops
[ 11 st udy the world itself. You'll discover that

matter how foreign and far-away;,you have a
tt in common with people of other lands.
W CA isn't as expensive is you might think;

[eve done our best to bring it within reach of
[~0 t college students. Write today for free

[~CHlERS: Summer t avel with credit for teach-.
; md. administrators .

l Write Today to:
X A, Chapman College,

[ax Box CC2;, Orange, California 92666

u~e~rui0 0

on Massachusetts Avenue) · - 01 

-~z~ e~ - a I

EP·1*So~nw~,~pl 41* 
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(Continued from page 1)
State Department sources n-

dicated that the plan was unac-
ceptable to the US government,
precisely because the total with-
drawal of American military surp-
port would cause the collapse of
Thieu's government.

Davis told the crowd, which
by this time totalled several hun-
dred who had been standing on
the muddy south slope of the
Washington Monument for over
three hours, that the group
would later march to the White
House to escort Nixon to the
phone, not to disrupt traffis or
confront the police. "We will be
taking the key to every POW
camp in Vietnam and giving that
key to Richard Nixon," Davis
asserted.

The phone call came through
by cable from Paris at 3:40 pm,
and was answered at a white
phone connected to the loud-
speaker system by Father Grop-
pi, who spoke with people iden-
tified as Nguyen Minh Tien of
the PRG and Nguyen Van Vy of
the DRV. Tien spoke f'ust and
offered greetings to the group
assembled. in Washington, and
then again offered the seven-
point plan described above. Vy,
speaking through an interpreter,.
aligned himself with Tien's re-
marks and concluded by express-
ing the wish that he could some-
day speak in person with those
at Tuesday's rally.

The arrests began at approxi-
mately 5: 15 pm, a few minutes
after the group crossed police
lines. Those sitting in the street
were herded into a small circle
by police on motorcycles. Some
in the group were manhandled
out of the small circle of those
wishing to be arrested by mem-
bers of the Metropolitan Police
Department. Delling6r, who was
manhandled out of the group,
later-managed to talk- his way
back in, and was arrested along
with Davis, Groppi, and Carol
Kitchens. By 6:15 all that -re-
roained was the backing material
from the Polaroid pictures taken
by the CDU of each person
arrested and his arresting officer.

The entire DC police force; as
well as 2000 Marines and 4000
National Guardsmen, had been
mobilized for Monday's activi-
ties. After the rains came, the
Marines stood down, but the
police and National Guardsmen
remained on call.

Police were prepared /6'cope
with many more demonstrators-
than actually appeared, 3'hey
wanted no repeat of iat May's
performance, during which they,
were faulted for unconstitution-
al arrest procedures, assaulting
para-medical personnel; --and
inflicting cruel and unusual pun-
ishments on pfisoners by . not
properly housing and feedin'g

them. An agreement signed with
the Medical Committee-on Hu-
man Rights was carried out to
the letter;

At a press ~conference on
Wednesday, the PCPJ announced
that the arrests had signalled the
end of phase one of the "evict
Nixon"' campaign. Phase two
will involve, a series of "people's
panels" around the country, and
activity in the primaries next
spring. It is the intention of the
PCPJ to serve an eviction notice
on Nixon and-members of his
admnistration wherever they ap-
pear in the future.

John Froins,. one of the Chi-
cago Seven, indicated that plans

_I4p _ _ _

SUB EATING CONTEST
Register NowfH !!l!

65 Mass. Ave.
(Cor ner of Comm. Ave)

9am'-amn266-7548
Mr. And Mrs. Douglas Hanson, Prop. 
Win L__nas Sub-Eating Sheatrhirtsp
Enter-a term- Win *he TroQhy(now on display)

KENDALL-HARVARD--PORT ER 6UARES
Telephone 492-4023
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BRATTLE SQ.: -
876-4226 TVm TueM-
IMarcel Carne's CHILDREN OF PAR-
AD]SE Jean-Louis Barrault S:15 and
8:30 only.

H o_ At~ _L~ ~,ea

CENTRAL 1I
864-.426
0th Month. DeBroca's THE KING
F HEARTS 6:30-9:45 Weeken]
atinees- 3:10 &- GIVE HER THE

N 8:15 Wknid Mat. 4:55 . .

,Cf tfRAL -. , 2
!Sy4-0426 T/Ru Sat. - -
rGRAND-HOTEL 6:00-10:00 &D

TE8R- AT -EIGHT. 8:00 Sawt MIat.,4:
Su.-Tue. SAN FRANCISCO Spe-
cer Tracy, Clark Gable S:25-9:55'
_NOTH BY NORTHWEST Cary

ant jJ7:30 Sun. Mat. 3: 0S.

t wi be ibe t Sndr tet, fo t3 on the d of the o
seats at SO# will be oaitable of Sandirs Theotre friom 2:3 to 3:30 on the day of the Coll

Arrests climax DC protest
are- underway to hold a war
crimes trial in Cambridge, Mass.'.
to try such people as Samuel
Huntington of Harvard Universi-
tyi

I
i

I

I M.I .T.'s
closes
Savings Bank

'AMts aSiUPERIOR
TERMPAPERS

185 Windsor Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02139
(617) 491-9399

WE ARE QUALITY ORIENTED .In The New

CAMBRIDGE GATEWAY MALL

Savings Bank

HARVARD SQ.'
864-4580 Thrr Mon.

Fellini 's THE -C L O'WNs
2:15-6:10-10:00; THE CONES
SION Yves Montand, Simone-Sg

oret 3:50-7:45.- No film showin
Fuesday, November 2.

/dr- _ sc- ra~d:
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- ALPHA/THETA CYBORG is a miniaturized-electroencephalograph
which detects certain brain waves you produce called Alpha and

.'Theta.
"The Alpha State is described by meditative philosophers as

euphoric; profound and highly desirable; Theta patterns are
related to creativity and imagery."

ALPHA/THETA CYBORG helps to identify and control these states
of consciousness by feeding back sounds and flashes of light
whenever Alpha or Theta pattams are occuring.

FOr more information or Personal Demonstration
B10-FEEDBACK of CAMBRIDGE Cambridge, Mass 02139
411 lNorfolk Street 354-0851 (24 Hours)

Sa 'lors ~win Fowle Thopy
Highlighting last Weekend's . Two fouls cost MIT'the finst Tufts contingent admitted after

sailing action was the Leonard race, but the engineers came the" racing- that they had been
Fowle Trophy Regatta, an anndu- back strong -in the second, and clearly outsaied
al event sailed.for the New En- led at the weather: mark, with On Sunday, Lo Roylance.
gland Four-Crew Team 'Racing ' fir/t, second, Efifth', and -sixth '72: and Shelley Bernstein '74
Championship. Displaying -positions. They held to win with sailed the women's team 'to a
exemplaryntear work, M !T s ar-:lots two, -three, four,'and -six at third place f'mish in an- invi-
sity sailors 'again marked them- the -f'niSih; :to-even the score at tatic..aal regatta-at Jackson. Lynn
selves as-the team- to beat in New- one race apiece.: took second in A-division.
England, :as they outsafie d a - MIT -again took the start of On IMonday, Bergan,. Spoon,
tough Tufts- contingent: to -take, the third race, and Bergan and Bacow,- and Cucchiaro again

the tit le. e-' -SeCucchiaris 'were one-two at the, teamed to plao second-in the
In contrast' to conventional -windward marvk,r Wt Spoon and Hap My,

dinghy rea'cng,:'which-iseetialrBacow in six and eight. Coming combined sloopbdindy- regatta
yean .indlida "effrit,_-4e~am: a dwnr to the, fiish, only a foul -at Coast Guard. Spoon and Ber-

racing .:caes:f:to o ordinationr could win for thed Tufts-sailors, gan combined to place secod
aitong -the team memt so"Bacow saiedhis-man way Ofeld thy p oition. 'the dinghy b nishe

bersravi ad- mkesImp thecourse, venting attempts, schools in onder of iinish, werdmb$tuy'efrst rauc~ci0ng nh, andd make;,Un'ow- egthe preadng
f tant use .th ooper . to fore a foul, ad clinched the- Tufts 94, MIT.-06, Harvard 109E
tion in0.pobtaitimn, Coat Guad 1 32, NntiY M time
ijg an advantage over one's o - In t fourt e. throughe 138, ad Yale 151.
ponents.-- In- thevbWe F~ :R-ega~tta, serie's, - the., De~in-geers Iost the The freshman squad toosksec-
four crewsg.:are..e,4nter from6a~ch-- start, and, rounded the weather onld in an} eleven-school invitea-
participdtirig-§hound'smitfls . Nirthk- in , secondi sixth, seventh, tional at arvardt on Sunday,
ry in e nclt 0-aceoin, tolbe, team d eighth - positions. On the iiing bend Yaled Chuck
with thaseiveit-a totl scofeo- Mensuing legseCucchiac moved up Tuicef and- Rob hker--
i Tufts Harbats. The regattaswas- -to fift.e and aheld that position, fir -the frosh both finishig s ec--
sailed Uptf" W . -. , fith Spooin second, Bergan sev- ond in their divisions.
- Saturdh .s-efirnalsu'iibst .'rosead th nBacw eighth heading'

pitted each -of: .he. 1rs teams i tb the fina leg-of the rMad i ve.
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By Mike Charette
The Tufts cross-country team

defeated MIT and Williams last
Saturday at Franklin Park by a
score of 32-35-58. The Tech
harriers showed considerable imc
provement over last year, At
-that time, both Tufts and
Williams, using essentially the
same personnel, -soundly de-
feated -the MIT runners. The
thinclads' record now stands at
9-2.-

Tufts' Moynihan and Amer,
probably the best running duo in
New England, led the race for
most of the -time, and they both
finished with -a swift. 25' 1 
clocking. Bob Myers '72 and
John Kaufmann '73 finished
third and fourth respectively,
and were *followed by two
Williams runners. Meanwhile,
MIT's fourth and fifth men,
seniors Pete Borden and Craig

Lewis, had been passed by
Connolly of Tufts, less than 800
yards before the finish. This
burst of speed from the 4:12
miler provided Tufts with its

-winning margin.
The harriers will next com-

pete in the Easterns on Saturday
at Franklin Park, at 1:00 pm.

The results were:

Tufts (32): 1) Moynihin,
25:11; 2) Amer, 25:11;
8)McDonald, 26:03; 9)
Connolly, 26:06; 12) Mabee,
26:38

MIT (35): 3) Myers, 25:25; 4)
Kaufmann, 25:39; 7) Blumer,
25:58; 10) Borden, 26:12;
11) Lewis, 26:23

Williams (58): 5) Haug, 25:47;
6) Farwell, 25:48; 14) Potter,
26:53; 16) Cleaver, 27:08;
18) James, 27:58
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Booters- beat BC: or 
season s 3rd shutout

By Nakir Minazian It wasn't until late into the,
The varsity soccer team regis- fourth-period, when the'bootersy-M

tered its third shutout in its last started to realize that they wer l,
four games on Wednesday by being tied by a much weaker,-
beating Boston College, 1-0. Des- team that they started to- moved
pite outshooting the Boston Col- again, but even on these attacks,:-. 
lege visitors 26-1'0, the, Tech the Techmen tended tow crowdedAi
offense stalled at times, and an- up the middle of the field and l]
other superior defensive effort not spread out by playing the i
by the Tech fullbacks earned the ball to the wings or halfbacks. 1
shutout. With about five minutes to go.-'

in the game, the Techmen reall;-
early in the game by coming on most,caetoo late. aendte fwar; ailmost
with good ball.:control and a too late. Center toward Rich/I
well-played short-passing game, Straff '74-made a fine headballt
,keeping the ball on the offensive hot oss out offoa
half of the field for most of the m
period. However, they failed to headed in. Finally, at about thethreaedin.t mially, rigt -wnabotte
convert -many of the passes into three-minute mark, right wing
and around the goal area and Esref Unsal '75 took a pass and
missed several good Scoring op- moved down the right wing into 'M
portunities. In the second peri- the cormer. At the edge-of the j
od, the story, started .o~ff much penalty area, he was pushed off I
the same, but with Boston Col- the ball, yielding an indirect M

'lege starting to mount somewhat kick, about 5 yards out from the !
of an attack; the Tech fullbacks end line. Halfback John Kava -
could not control the ball well at zanjian '72 sent the kick'across
midfield. For most of the rest of the goal area to -foward Eskin '
the game, this situation pre-- whose head shot was saved by
vailed, with the two Tech half- the BC goalie. The attempt to .e=
backs pressing up -with the clear the rebound was. blocked .
offense, and a long clearing and Unsal picked up, the loose
kick from the BC fullbacks ball and drilled it into the upper
catching them up for a BC fast light goal comer for the score. ?
break. Last Saturday, the Techmen

With about 30 seconds left in had their shutout streak inter- i

the first half, center forward iupted by Springfield College at
Rick Eskin '72 dribbled into Springfield 3-0. Despite playing i
the penalty area and. beat a without the services of two i
diefender. Setting to shoot he starters, the booters held a pow- i
was stopped by a BC handball erful Springfield team to 1-Ofor a
and awarded a penalty shot, but most of the game, before a =
failed to convert it, leaving the, Parents' Weekend crowd of
score at 0-0 at the half. several hundled.
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Cochi '73 and Steve Reber '74
gave LCA only 22 yards in the
air. In total offense then,
Lambda Chi had -10 yards for
the entire game - quite a tribute
to the SAElor defense.

In what was a rare football
battle, the Lambda Chi's scored
all the points against themselves.
A bad snap from center over the
head of. .quarteraack Charles
Snell '71 into the endzone gave
SAE a safety in the first quarter.
Then, in the second quarter, Bob
Simonton '72 caught a long punt
that was over his head. He had
been running back towards his
goal line looking over his
shoulder. He lost track of where
he was and caught the ball on

the 1-yard line. Unable to re-
verse field, his momentum car-
ried him into the endzone where
an alert SAE defender tagged
hiim for two points and another
safety.

In the final analysis, the com-
plete failure of the LCA offense
to move the football was the
decisive factor of the game. In
fact, the SAE defense was so
stingy that all but three LCA
offensive plays in the first half
were played on LCA 'territory.
An inspired Lambda Chi de-
fense, keyed around .the pass
rushing of John Lippitt '73,
blanked the SAE offensive unit,
a squad that averaged in excess
of 20 points per game. SAE
compiled 203 yards in total of-
fese, but none where it couted.
The. Lambda Chi's held time
after time inside the 10-yard
line.

v This combination of gaining
possession deep within their own
territory and a weak offensive
attack, plus the pressure from
the SAE defensive unit, was un-
doubtedly the cause of the er-
rors that cost LCA the champi-
onship. Int total effectiveness,
SAE was only equal to LCA, in
that both teams failed to score.
But by playing flawlessly, as is
their trademark, SAE retained
the crown for yet another year.

By Brad.:Billetdeaux
Sigma Alpha Epsilon won the

IM football championship again
last Saturday in a close shave
with previously unbeaten
Lambda Chi Alpha, 4-0. SAE,
the only remaining undefeated
team; thus added another tri-
umph to the history of their
football dynasty. The IM trophy
has not left 484 Beacon St. in
six years!

The game was totally domi-
nated by defense, as the method-
ical -and aggressive SAElors
thumped LCA's offense. Led by
Tom Bissell '72 and Bill Corwin
'72, SAE's defensive line held
LCA to -32 yards rushing. SAE's
defensive secondary of Steve rams in

ing at

ity

971

By Mark Webster
Teams from Delta Tau Delta

and Chemical Engineering tied
for the Intramural Tennis Cham-
pionship, each scoring seven
points in the tournament held
on October 16 and 17. The tie
means that the title will now be
decided by a match between the
two teams.

On Saturday, October 1.6,
Chem E. got off to ant early lead
with representatives in the sin-
gles and doubles semifinals.
However, Mike Stauffer of'DTD
defeated another Chem E. sin-
gles player in the quarterfinals to
keep his team in contention.

With only the semifinals and
finals left to be played on Sun-
dayX, the Deots sti! trailed Chem
E.'s graduate students by two
points. The semifinals doubles
match between Dagate and
Wood of DTD and Rogers and
Curreit of Chem E. appeared to
be the crucial match. The Delts
won 64, 6-2, and this, coupled
with Mike Stauffer's singles win,
pulled DTD even.

In the other singles semifinal,
Paul Anderson of Ashdown beat
Sam Schayek of Chem E., 6-1,
6-1. Thus the Delts were tied for
first place and needed only a win
by Stauffer over Anderson in
singles, or a Dagate-Wood vic-
tor0 over the Chinese Student
Club 'A' team of Chang and Hiu,
the other doubles f'malists, to
clinch the championship.

However, Anderson over-
powered Stauffer 6-0, 6-2 with
the-fine serve and volley which
he displayed throughout . the
tournament, to win the singles
title. The CSC team also went on
to win in -the doubles final, 6-1,
6-3, to hold the Delts to seven
points and a tie with Cheem E.
.Ashdown and Club Latino tied
for third place with five points
each, and CSC 'A' was one back
with four. Fifty-three players,
including twenty-three singles
entries and fifteen doubles
teams, competed in the tour-
nament, representing seventeen
different teams.

2:5 HUNTINGTON AVE.

BOSTON, MASS. 02215
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Low Dirt viCes
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PENTAX Equipment
SPOTMATIC Lenses
$155.00 & UP Film

Events took a drastic turn for
the worse in the third quarter, Masters DegreeProg
with the Boston College booters
talking most of the control of the Systems Engineeri
game. The BC defenders took ~
control with long clearing passes Boston Universi
to their line, but some good
running and tackling by the cv!e%9!
Tech defenders, especially by
center fullback Eric Barklis '74, Interviewing
staved off the attack. Offensive-
ly, the Techmen were 'stalled, November 15, isthough, and no combination
that Coach Bill Morrison tried-
could get the short passing. and..
ball control game- that has l ifafl.
worked so. well this year back to . ap, 8 [
normal.

I

SAE retains [oof]aH crown

Delts, Chem. E. tie for
intramural tennis title
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NEW ENGLAND- PHOTO
436 Mass. Ave. - Arlington Center
Only 7 minutes from Harvard Square Tel. 643-1463


